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“Shades of Cleopatra,” ejaculated
Covington to himself, “it’s a woman,
and,” he added, “a mighty pretty one
too!”
The sample room of the Hotel Went
worth was filled with neatly arranged
dry goods samples, among which the
young woman moved, calm and confi
dent. Behind her trotted old Epton,
the best customer he had in Went
worth. The little circle embracing each
corner of the old man’s thin lips show
ed that he was pleased too. “She’s
sold him, or I’m a Dutchman,” was
Covington’s thought as he backed out
„of the door he had so airily opened a
moment before, “and that means I’ve
got to work, for the man, woman or
child who can sell Epton under a year’s
acquaintance is a wonder. Well, it’s
the back sample room for mine and a
hustle to snare the rest of them before
she gets done with Epton.”
His eye caught a big black sample
case In the hall. “Jim Dunkley’s trunk!
I’ll bet a dollar booze got the best of
Jim, and they’ve given this woman his
territory.”
Ignoring the grinning clerk, who had
seen Covington advance on the sample
room like a conquering hero, he scan
ned the register. Yes, there it was:
“Miss Cecil Gardner, Chicago.” The
signature was very like the young lady
herself—trim, neat, capable and yet al
most appealingly feminine.
As he laid out his samples in the
poorly lighted back sample room Cov
ington pondered resentfully upon the
depravity of the firm of Stem &''Sulzmann which would fire good, easy pick
ing like Jim Dunkley and give his place
to a woman—what was worse, to a
woman who knew her business. Slam> mlng the door viciously, Covington
started out to round up the other dry
goods men of the town.
He returned in half an hour, even
more resentful than before. Miss
Gardner evidently believed in the early
bird theory, for she had already sold
good bills to all three dealers. Cov
ington met Epton on the hotel steps.
He knew the case was hopeless, but
he greeted his former customer cor
dially. . “Sorry I can’t do any business
with you this time, Mr. Covington,”
said the merchant when the prellml-
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cnivalry had brought him when tne
house, in a sarcastic letter, suggested
that he was out after orders and not
on a pleasure trip, as he seemed, to
Imagine.
It’s all right to sit there in the of
fice and ‘call’ a fellow,” he mused bit
terly, “but I’d like to see oj»e of them
up against the same situation. I t Isn’t
like having a man to deal with. A man
will grin and buy a drink when you do
him good and hard, but he’ll lay awake
nights until he gets back at you. He
doesn’t go away and cry all by himself
as if he hadn’t a friend on earth. I’m
not doing any business, and I know it,
but if I let myself out Cecil”—he al
ways thought of her as Cecil—“will
lose her Job. And if I don’t let myself
out I’ll lose mine, I guess.” He rubbed
his homely boyish face in perplexity.
I’m sure I can’t see the finish.”
Dick Harpin’s bus at Barton Center
was the factor which provided a vio
lent but satisfactory solution to Cov
ington’s problem. Harpin!s bus was a
standing jest among the traveling fra
ternity. I t was as old apparently as
the wonderful one boss shay, but its
age was not so honorable, for the bus
was rickety and disfigured.
I t was a nippy February morning
when Miss Gardner and Covington
climbed Into the bus for the long, cold
ride uptown. The driver unhooked the
weight strap and stepped back. At
that precise moment the keen wind
whirled a piece of paper into the faces
of the restive horses.
Harpln grabbed a t the reins and
missed as the animals leaped forward.
A man ran into the center of the
street. They swerved from his foolish,
waving arms, and there was a crash.
The wheels on one side of the bus had
struck a telephone pole and been tom
off.
At the first alarm Covington tried to
open the door, but it stuck. With two
wheels gone, he saw that few seconds
would elapse before the vehicle would
overturn. His one idea was to protect
the girl who, pale and terror stricken,
sat opposite him. He seized her In his
arms, shielding her with his body, as
the bus, swayed wildly a t the heels of
the galloping horses, toppled over.
When the team was stopped a block
away they found Covington beneath
the wreck of the bus, cut and bruised
somewhat, but conscious. Miss Gard
ner, uninjured, was still clasped in his
arms, and his lips were against her
cheek.
Covington’s orders have regained
their former satisfactory size and vol
ume, and Dunkley has been given his
old place by Stern & Sulzmann. Miss
Gardner has resigned. It’s to be In
June, and any woman will tell you
that four months is hardly time enough
to prepare for a wedding.
Various View» of Charlott# Cordar.

The contemporaries of Charlotte Corday, said Dr. Ca banes, have thought
that “her complexion had the transpar
ency of milk, the carnation of roses
and the velvetiness of peaches.” They
have thought also that “she was not
pretty. Her face was hard, insolent
and as If marked with erysipelas.”
One witness says that “Mile. Corday
was not handsome, but her expression
was so sweet, so sweet!” . Soifae say
th at she was tall rather than small;
others say that she was tall; many say
that she was decidedly small. Her
passport makes her height five feet one
Inch. Her hair, according to an official
document, was chestnut; according to
another official document it was blond;
Mme. Hauer, wife of the painter who
made Charlotte’s portrait, says that her
hair was “cendre”—that Is, mouse or
drab or ash colored. Abbe Dinone, who
had a lock of her hair, says that it was
“neither red nor ‘cendre.’ ” Dr. Cabanes says decisively that she was
THERE WAS A CRASH.
naries had been disposed of, "but Miss beautiful, of average height, and that
Gardner had what I wanted. You are her hair was chestnut. History, found
Just a trifle too late.” Covington felt ed on authentic documents, says that
like kicking the big S. & S. sample case her expression was sweet and sour;
that her complexion was of milk and
that leered at him in the hallway.
When Covington tossed his grip into roses and marked a t the same time as
the bus after dinner he found Miss by erysipelas, and she was of tall,
Gardner already ensconced in a corner small and medium height; that she was
blond, dark and neither dark nor blond.
of the vehicle. During the ride to the railway sta History is a science.
tion he discovered by oblique glances
The Wonderful Parasol Ant.
that she was even prettier than he had
The greatest known curiosity of in
at first imagined. Her profile was
good, her complexion beautiful and sect life, as far as habits are concern
real, her lips superlatively pretty, ed at least, is to be found in the queer
“Tommyrot!” snorted Covington to “parasol” or “umbrella” ant, so com
himself when he saw where his reflec mon in all parts of tropical America
tions had led him. He began planning from Texas to Venezuela. The com
how to outwit Miss Gardner when they mon name by which the creature is
reached Esslg, for he knew that she known has been bestowed because of
a queer habit this species of ant has of
surely would stop there.
Experience told at Esslg, and Cov stripping certain kinds of trees and
ington sold big bills to the two dealers shrubs of their foliage and carrying
in the thriving little town. I t was the leaves to their nests. An army of
Miss Gardner’s turn to depart without these ants which have been off on a
an order. There was something more foraging expedition present the queer
est sight imaginable as they march In
than the mere indifference of a stran
ger in her manner when they were bus long columns by twos, fours and sixes,
companions once more, this time for each holding the stem of a leaf in his
the evening train to Tilton. The at jaws, the leaf Itself shading the little
mosphere was so chilly that Covington Insect’s body like a parasol does the
face and shoulders of a lady. The'ear
felt like blowing on his fingers.
The first day was a counterpart of ly naturalists imagined that these ants
most of the days that followed for carried leaves for the sole purpose of
two months. Occasionally Covington’s protecting themselves against the rays
side trips to small towns which Miss of the tropical sun, but investigation
Gardner did not make would keep them shows that they have another use for
out of each other’s way for a time, the bits of green they gather. The
Soon Covington found himself plan leaves are only wanted as soil upon
ning to avoid these side trips by hav which to grow a certain species of
ing the customers come a t the expense fungi of which the parasol ant is very
of the house to the larger points on his fond.
route. “Other fellows do It,” he ar
gued. “I t makes good feeling to give
Estimating a Hone’. Height,
them a little holiday, and it doesn’t
cost much more than my livery hire.”
The Arabs have two methods of esti
He never once admitted that a growing mating the height to which a colt will
inclination to see as much as possible grow, the first being to stretch a cord
of Miss Gardner had anything to do from the nostril over the ears and
with the matter.
down along the neck and compare this
The situation certainly had its draw measurement with that from the with
backs. They became acquainted, of ers to the feet, and the other method
course. Miss Gardner told him of her being to compare the distance between
first employment in Stem & Sulz- the knee and the withers with that
mann’s as a stenographer; how gradu from the knee to the coronet. In the
ally she had been detailed to w ait on first method it is considered that a
the smaller customers who came to the colt will grow as much taller as the
city for their goods and how the firm, first measurement exceeds that of the
quick to note her natural ability as a second, and in the second method, if
saleswoman, had given her Dunkley’s the proportion is as two to one, the
place on trial when that gentleman’s horse will grow no taller.
fallings could no longer be overlooked.
But there were no pleasant little
Bird. That Carry Their Young.
chats when Miss Gardner failed in a
The.woodcock, it Is said, has been
town. Between stations on thege un known to carry away her young when
lucky days Covington, with the Uncom threatened with danger. She places
fortable feeling that It was cowardice them on her spread feet, pressing them
to make w ar on a woman, usually oc between the toes and the breast. A
cupied a seat in the smoker, while a naturalist says many woodcocks also
very discouraged Miss Gardner did carry their young down to marshy
fancy work or read; hence, after a par feeding grounds In the evening, re
ticularly disastrous day, he saw a turning before dawn. In fact, they
tear fall on to the page of his fair op have no means of feeding their young
ponent's book. He laid down, flagrant except by carrying them to their food,
ly and completely, for the next four for they cannot convey their food to
towns, only awakening to the pass his

IJIHOMAK HALLMAN,

J H. ROYER, M. D.,

Practising Physician,
TBAPPE, Pa. Office a t his residence, nearly
opposite Masonic Hall.

j y j Y. WEBER, M. D.,

A ttorney-at-L aw ,
323 SW EDE STREET, NORRISTOW N, PA.
Will be a t his branch office in Odd Fellows’
Building, C o l l k g b v i l l e , P a., every evening
from 7 to 10; Saturday afternoons from 1 to 6.
1-25.

QEORGE K. BRECHT,

Practising Physician,
EVANSHURG, Fa. Offloe Honrs : Until
a. m.: 7 109 p. m Keystone’Phone No. 17.

jgl A. KRUSEN, M. D.,

H om eopathic Physician,
O O LLEGEV ILLE, Pa. Office Hours : TTntil 0
a. m : 6 to 8 p. in. Keystone ’phone, No. 5;
Bell, 30x. Other office hours by appointment.
All kinds of X-Ray work and electrical treat
ment for cancerous, skin, and nervous diseases.

g

B. HORNING, 91. D.,

Practising Physician,
EVANSBURG, Fa.
Telephone In office.
Office Honrs until 9 a. m.

J

A ttorney-at-L aw ,
O FFIC E S: 505SW EDE STREET, and during
ban king hours a t Montgomery T rust Co., 118
W. Main Street, NORRISTOW N, Pa. *
Will respond to both ’phones : a t Office, Nos.
88 ; a t T rust Go., Nos. 6.
2-1.

■pOR SALE, A PRETTY

Six-Roomed Cottage,
W ITH ONE ACRE OF GROUND, F ruit and
Shade Trees, a t Audubon, Montgomery Co.,
Pa. Apply to
U . S. G . FIN K B IN E R ,
Real E state and Insurance Agent,
Royersford, P a .
Tlie Change of a Word,

H. HAMER, M. IK,

H om eopathic Physician.
CO LLEG EV ILLE, PA. Office Hours: Until
10 a. m., from 6 to 9 p.m . Special ifttention
given to ear, nose and throat diseases > 23au.

JJARVEY L. SHOMO,

A ttorn ey-at- Law,
321 SW EDE STREET, NORRISTOW N, FA.
RESIDENCE—ROYERSFORD.
Both ’Phones.

H

ERBERT U. MOORE,

A Serious Threat.

A ttorn ey-at- Law,
ALBERTSON TRUST CO. BU ILD IN G ,
806 Swede St.. Norristown, Pa
Bell and K eystone’Phones.
6-15.

M

A remarkable Instance of verbal deg
radation Is the word “slave.” Its orig
inal, the Russian “slava,” meant glori
ous, being etymologically akin to the
English word “glory,” and was proud
ly taken as their name by the Slavonic
people. But when the Germans re
duced hosts of the Slavs to servitude
their name, from malice or accident,
as Gibbon says, became synonymous
with “servile.” I t retains no more sug
gestion of Its racial origin now than
does “ogre,” which is really “Hun
garian,” from a confusion of the Mag
yars with the Huns, and of both with
the terrible Tartars.

AYKE R. LON6STBETH,

A ttorney-at-L aw ,

And Notary Public. ::: No. 712 Oroller Build
ing, 1420 Chestnut St., Phlla., Pa.
Long Distance Telephone. House No. 6928.
Also member of the Montgomery County Bar.

JOSEPH S. HRATZ,

Stutts (who stammers)—Miss D-DDlmple—D-D—Dollle! I lnl-lul-lul—I
lul-lul-love you! Wu-wu-will you b-b—
wu-wul you b-be mum-mum-mum—wuwill you b-be mum-mum-my wu-wu-wu
—mum-mum-my wife? Dollle Dimple
(coyly)—Oh, Mr. Stutts! I—I hardly
know how to answer you! Stutts (des
perately)—Ac-ac-ac-sus-sus—accept my
pup-pup-proposal or I ’ll sus-sus—or I ’ll
sus-sus-say it all over a-gug-gug-agaln!
—Woman’s Home Companion.
Enaily Remedied.

A ttorney-at-L aw ,
1009 COMMONWEALTH BU ILD IN G , 12th
and CHESTNUT STREETS,
Philadelphia.
Telephones.

Bank Clerk—This check, madam, Isn’t
filled in. Madam—Isn’t what? Bank
Clerk — It has your husband’s name
signed to It, but does not state how
much money you want. Madam—Oh,
is that all? Well, I’ll take all there Is.
Good Luck.

0

E. EVANS,

A ttorn ey-at-L aw ,
823 SW EDE STREET,
NORRISTOW N, FA.

Mrs. McCall—Is Mrs. Gassaway at
home? The Servant—Faith, she is not,
ma’am, be great luck, but ye’d best
l*ave yer card an’ skedaddle away, fur
she’s like to be in anny minute now.—
Philadelphia Ledger.

JOHN S. HUNSICKER,

Justice of th e P ea ce,
RAHN STATION, PA.
Conveyancer and
General Business Agent. Clerking of sales a t
tended to. ^Charges reasonable.

B y E d ith M . B oarie

^R T H IJR G. ASH,

Justice of the P ea ce,
Real Estate and General Business ¿gent,

TRAPPE, PA. All kinds of real estate sold
on commission. Real estate purchased. Money
loaned. .
3-16

R. FRANK BRANDRETH,

D ^(Successor to Dr. Chas, Ryckman,)
DENTIST,

ROYERSFORD, PA. Practical Dentistry a t
honest prices.

R . 8 . I>. C O R N ISH ,

D’

DENTIST,

CO LLEG EY ILLE, PA.
First-class Workmanship G uaranteed ; Gas
administered.
Prices Reasonable.
Keystone ’Phone No. 4Q„

D

R. B. F. PEACE,

D entist,

OOR. MAIN AND De KALB STREETS
NORRISTOW N, PA.
Rooms 808 and 805. - Entrance, Main Street,
Keystone Telephone, No. 76.
Take Elevator.
IT RE Q U IR E S AN AO
CURATE KNOW LEDGE OF
REFRACTION an$ the laws
¡of optics to determine and cor
re c t faults of eyesight. The
benefit of my special training
and practice covering a quarter of a century are
a t your service.

A. B. PARKER, Optician,
210 De KALB STREET,

NORRISTOW N.

F.W.Sctoen’s
13495671

Collegeville, Pa.
Second door above
railroad.
Finest grades of
cigars ana tobacco
always on hand.

J

H y m e n In
A n A u to

G. I jIJTZ,

MERCHANT TAILOR,

Copyright, 1906% by Beatrix Recule
“A presumptuous young coxcomb 1
Does he think that his money gives
him a right to make love to Charlotte
Pearson?”
“But, father”—
“I tell you there’s nothing more to be
said!” stormed the colonel.
Charlotte’s slender figure stiffened.
The brown eyes flamed with a defiance
very like the colonel’s own.
“He has a right to demand Justice,”
she Insisted. “There are nothing but
the best accounts of him on every side.
Yet iust because of that old grudge
against his father you forbid him the
house.”
“And I shall see to It that he stays
out.
Presumptuous young jacka
napes!” Interrupted the colonel explo
sively.
“But I love him !”
“Love him I” The colonel looked as
If he would burst.
Charlotte’s cheeks were flushed; her
eyes were very bright. “And I Intend
to marry him,” she finished as the
heavy portiere fell behind her.
The colonel glared Impotently at the
unoffending yellow curtain; then,
plunging his hands Into his pockets,
stalked up and down the room, boiling
with wrath.
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
As the deep tones of the town clock
struck 12 a motor car tore along the
road- at high speed. I t was a red car,

DARE TO MAINTAIN THE TRUTH.
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I love you so!” Osborne pleaded, and tne facts. The offence Charged was as
the look in his eyes had melted Char sault with Intent to murder. After the
Jury had been out about two hours
lotte’s last lingering scruple.
The machine whirled along a t a reck they returned the following verdict:
less pace, spinning along the smooth, “We, the jury, find the defendant
bard road, taking the hills with dizzy guilty of aggravated assault, and as
sess his punishment a t $25 fine, and
Intrepidity,
What if something should happen?” herewith pay the fine.” On Inquiry as
suggested Charlotte nervously as they to the meaning of the last clause of the
breasted a long slope and, turning ab verdict, It came out that eleven of the
ruptly, dipped suddenly down a dan Jurors had agreed that the defendant
was not guilty, but the twelfth dogged
gerous descent.
Robert Osborne seized the lever of ly hung out for a conviction for aggra
the hand brake and jammed It on. vated assault, and would not consent
Something Is going to happen,” he re to a punishment less than a fine of $25.
turned blissfully. His eyes, watchful Finding It a hopeless task to bring
and alert, were on the road before him, over the obstinate one to their way of
but his voice left nothing to be desired. thinking, the eleven finally decided to
I didn’t mean that,” said Charlotte, agree with him, and “chipped In”
enough to pay the fine.
with a radiant smile. “I meant”—
As they swung around a curve at a
Janln’* Rebuke.
desperate pace and struck a bit of
Jules Janln, the celebrated French
level road Osborne let out the ma
chine another notch, and Charlotte’s writer and critic, was not malicious,
voice trailed into silence as the car but occasionally he would say a severe
gave a quick jump and tore along the thing, as if It were wrung from him
without his being able to hold It back.
firm, level surface.
Whatever you mean, it won’t make One day a rich but ill natured man,
any difference, dear.” The motor beat who made sad havoc of the French
a continuous accompaniment to Os language, called upon Janln and began
borne’s voice. “You are mine, and I a tirade upon some trivial m atter in
won’t give you up. Mine. Do you hear, execrable French.
After listening politely for some
dear?”
time
Janln at last replied to his visitor
The fresh air rushing past cooled her
face—and fears. She looked, with a in Latin.
“What do you mean, M. Janin?” de
sense of security, at the tense, watch
ful figure beside her. Yes; she was manded the man angrily. "I don’t un
derstand you. I can’t speak Latin."
glad she had come, but—
“Try, sir, tty!” cried the great critic.
“I t is daring,” she said softly again.
The car dashed on, speeding past “You could not speak it worse than
wooded slopes, scudding through the you do French *
bright patches of moonlight. As they
whirled around a short curve the scat
tered houses on the outskirts of a town
came into view. They drove quietly
through the deserted streets. A low
set, yellow light twinkled from the
vicarage window—all the other houses
were darkened. Osborne drove cau
B y F ra n K . H . S t r e e t
tiously up to the little lighted house.
The door „was opened by a ruddy,
Copyright, 1906, b y R u b y Douglas
kindly featured old man who, greeting
them cheerily, ushered them into a
pleasant, homelike room.
Persis, ward of the late Spencer
“This is very irregular,” he said, half
smiling, half disapproving. “It is only Baird of the Three Bars, rose from the
because I have known you, Robert, stiffened form and glanced about with
ever since you were bom and baptized white face. She was only two weeks
from boarding school, but in those two
you and confirmed you that I am will weeks things had happened. Spencer
ing.”
Breaking off abruptly, he took Char Baird had bad a 'bitter quarrel with his
lotte’s hand In his and regarded her son and had disowned him and then
had sent a peremptory summons for
searchingly.
“Are you quite sure you will have his ward, wishing to see her before he
nothing to regret In this hasty mar died, the telegram stated.
In this short space she had made the
riage?”
“I am sure.” Charlotte blushed crim long Journey, cared for the dying man
as she could and, against her protest,
son, but met his eyes unflinchingly.
Then the minister opened his prayer been made heiress of the Three Bars
book and Robert took her hand in his and the other property, and now, death
coming suddenly, she was alone on the
and drew her gently forward.
ranch, with all the cowboys watching
“I, Robert, take thee, Charlotte”—
Just then there broke on the stillness the herds at the dry season bottom
of the nlgbt a sound that froze the lands, a day’s journey away. The own
er had been too ill for removal, so had
words on his lips.
I t was the continuous, rapid beat of been left to her care and- the cook’s,
a motor car, and they knew It at once and the cook, seeing his opportunity,
for what it was—the roar of the colo had. loaded a horse with booty and rid
den away. Persis did not discover it
nel’s automobile.
Charlotte’s face went white with ter until the man was a mile from the
ror and Osborne’s mouth settled in one ranch house, and then her guardian lay
grim straight line as be dashed to the dying.
As she rose from the motionless form
door.
The distant trees loomed specter-like she hesitated a moment, then went out,
in the white glare of the headlights as closing the door reverently behind her.
I t might be two days, perhaps three,
the car dashed toward the vicarage.
With one quick swing of his power before any of the cowboys would re
ful shoulders Osborne grasped Char turn, and she must have help.
The corral was only a few yards
lotte and lifted her Into his car.
“Come with us! Get Into the car!” away, and In It was a well broken
he commanded the minister desper horse which had been given her by
Spencer Baird. She had only a vague
ately.
For an Instant Osborne thought he idea of the cowboys’ position, the di
would not do It, and then unexpected rection and that it was a day’s journey
ly the old man climbed Into the wait with herds, and from a few words of
the cook she knew there was a small
ing automobile.
Osborne bounded on the step, seized frontier town off that way somewhere,
the steering wheel and started the car. but whether this side or beyond the
The throb of the motor deepened and dry season bottom she did not know.
Another thing she did not know, and
the car was off with a bound.
“Now go on! Finish It!” demanded that was the fickleness of the Dakota
weather. Though late In October, It
Osborne.
“This is most Irregular,” demurred was like a June morning when she
the minister. He stopped—hesitated— started across the prairie. Two hours
and then glanced back at the approach later a chill whiff of wind touched her
ing headlights, and the ministerial lightly, and there was a haziness blur
shoulders squared In a decidedly un- ring the horizon behind. But she was
mlnisterial fashion; the ministerial jaw bending over the horse’s neck, urging
set Itself stubbornly; the ministerial him to greater speed and thinking of
eyes regarded the young couple before the rigid form behind, and she did not
him sympathetically.
“I am ready,” he said.
“I, Robert, take thee, Charlotte,” In
Osborne’s firm voice to the rhythmical
accompaniment of the chug, chug of
the motor.
“I, Charlotte, take thee, Robert,” while
the wind blew fresh In their faces and
trees and houses raced swiftly by.
“Whom God hath joined together let
not man put asunder.” And Robert
Osborne leaned toward his wife and
kissed her on the lips.
The pursuing car had been following
hard on the retreating red disk of the
runaway motor, and when it slowed
down the other car was beside It.
"Just In time!” cried the colonel trl
umphantly. He was breathless and
disheveled and still bubbling with
wrath.
The minister smiled at him cordially.
"Yes, sir,” he responded genially, “just
In time, sir, to give them your bless
ing.”

A T THE
GULCH

Training Hawks.

In training hawks Instinctive fear of
man is the first obstacle to overcome,
-and, as usual In taming all wild crea
tures, hunger Is the first and foremost
means to bring It Into subjection. As
soon as it will consent to take food
from the band and submit to be han
dled, stroked and hooded without much
struggling or “baiting,” as It is term
ed, the first step Is made in Its educa
tion. Much tact and gentleness, to
gether with perfect quiet, will work
wonders In inducing It to feed. The
first form of hood used Is called a
“rufter hood,” being looser in shape
and softer and having a larger opening
for the beak than the hood proper.
This hood, which every hawk nas to be
come accustomed to wear at all times,
except when flying, Is stiff and blocked
to fit the bead, care being taken that
the prominent eyes are not rubbed or
Injured by Imperfect fit, and is gayly
ornamented on top with a tu ft of
scarlet or other colored wool, sur
mounted with a small bunch of feath
ers. It IS of th e . first Importance In
training hawks, and by means of It
they can be handled and carried any
where, among all sorts of sights and
scenes that, were they not blindfolded,
would cause the hawks to bate so vio
lently that Injury to themselves would
result.

BEGAN TO BEAD HURRIEDLY PROM A BOOK.

notice until a whirl of fine snow struck
her
face, apparently from a cloudless
878 H IG H STREET. : POTTSTOWN, PA.
sky. Ten minutes later she was In the
Repairing, scouring, cleaning and pressing
midst of a Dakota blizzard.
done a t short notice.
Reference—Hill School, Pottstown.
After that there was nothing but to
urge the horse On—no direction, no pos
sibility of turning back against such
8 . I’O LEY ,
fury, only Just to trust to the animal’
Instinct and not think.
Contractor and' Builder,
But strange things sometimes hap
TRAPPE, PA
pen even in a blizzard whieh seems to
Prom pt and accurate in building construction.
hold nothing but death. Perhaps „It
Estimates cheerfully furnished.
5-23
was chance, possibly something else,
maybe merely the horse’s superior
jyj* N. BARNDT,
sense of direction, but at length, when
the girl’s body had grown numb and
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
her mind was beginning to wander, the
CONTRACTOR FO R ALL K IN D S OP
animal stopped suddenly, with his nose
THU OLD MAN CLIMBED INTO THU WAIT
ING AUTO.
pressed against a door.
Brick and Stone Masonry,
And It almost seemed as If she were
CEM ENTING, CONCRETING, ETC Esti and in the brilliant moonlight that
expected, for the door was flung open
mates cheerfully furnished and good work guar made the night as clear as day its oc
and eager, solicitous hands lifted her
anteed. ifes“ SPEC IA L ATTENTION TO cupants were plainly visible—a girl In
from the saddle and hurried her inside.
a long, loose automobile coat and a
JO BBIN G .
8-5.
“The poor dear!” a woman’s voice
man who drove the machine with des
exclaimed between sobs and laughter.
perate haste, his eyes steadfastly on
P S, KOONS,
“Who’d have thought- of her being
the road except when he turned to re
SCHW ENKSV1LLE, FA.,
caught in a storm like this? But It
gard his companion with rapturous de
was brave of her to keep on. And he’s
light.
Slater and Roofer,
a good deal worse off, for he hasn’t
Charlotte had been in earnest. She
And, dealer in Slate, Slate Flagging, Grey
sensed a thing since he was took from
Stone, etc. Estimates furnished. Work con loved her bluff, choleric father, but he
tracted a t lowest prices.
lloot
the horse just before the girl came.
should have known It was Impossible
It’s no wonder, though, for he was fac
to forbid a daughter of two and twen
ing a blizzard, with only summer cloth
d w a r d d a v id ,
ty to marry a man-of Irreproachable
Painter and
Getting a Verdict.
ing on.. But come”—briskly—“bring
character who was able and anxious to
A Texas correspondent tells “Law her into the parlor. She won’t have
marry her.
P aper-H anger,
Notes” how an obstinate Juryman was time for any changes, and she can rest
“I t Is so daring!” she had objected.
C O LLEG EV ILLE, PA. 49* Sam ple, of paper
“Yes,, but there is no other way, aa<J circumvented by his fellow judges of afterward. I t’s a half-hour late now,
always ou hand.

E,

E

1.00 PER YEAR IN ADVANCE.
and the preacher’s in a mignty nurry
to get away to a dying Job.”
In the parlor several persons were
waiting expectantly, and on a couch
near them a young man was half re
clining, apparently asleep. B ut from
time to time he stirred uneasily, and
his half closed eyes gazed about In a
dazed sort of way. He was assisted to
hls feet and Persis led to a position
beside him; then an old man slipped
in front of them and began to read
hurriedly from a book. Presently he
turned to the young man.
"Do you take this young woman to
be your wife?" he asked.
“Woman—out in this wild country,”
murmured the young man, “needs help.
Of course, give her my life—everything
can do—glad to. Yes, yes, of course.”
“And you”—to Persis—“do you ac
cept this young man to be your lawful
husband ?”
Persis gazed about Inquiringly, and
into her numbed mind penetrated the
thought that they were expecting her
to say yes. So she muttered yes and
tried to smile.
There were a few more quick sen
tences, a perfunctory congratulation,
and then the old man humped himself
anxiously Into hls overcoat.
See you again In the morning,” he
said to the young man. “You can let
the fee go until then. No time to wait
now. Goodby all, and thank you, Mr.
Wells”—to their host—“for helping me
so In this.”
That’s all right,” answered the host
good naturedly. _“I’m glad to help you
in a thing of this sort, but you’re mis
taken about the name. I’m John
Briggs. Sam Wells is on the other
side of the street.”
The old man stopped short in the
humping process.
‘Isn’t this the Ravine?”
‘No; it’s the Gulch. The Ravine’s
across.”
“What!” in consternation. “And
Isn’t this man Vance Green of the Two
outfit, who made an appointment with
me by letter?”
‘No, it’s young Baird, and I think
from what I ’ve heard of her that the
girl’s the old man’s ward. You didn’t
give any names, so I thought It was
all rig h t I t seemed natural the son
and ward should get married, and, with
the old man sick and the son sent off,
this was the only way. Well,” in su
preme disgust, "you’ve certainly made
a mess of It. What! Going?”
"Yes, I must.” The old man looked
a t the figure which was again reclining
on the couch, lasping Into unconscious
ness, and at the girl, now seated and
gazing about wonderlngly. "No use
trying to explain to them now,” he
said. “I’ll be in tomorrow and—and
try to make it right.”
But when he arrived at the Gulch
the next day he found young Baird in
the act of assisting Persis to her sad
d le ]T h e young man’ll bWU ilUl'UU Wood
near. The blizzard had passed, and it
was again llke a June day.
‘I t’s all right, parson,” young Baird
said beamingly. “Persis and I talked
it over this morning and found out
who we are. I t was because I refused
to marry her that father and I quar
reled. I couldn’t accept an unknown
girl offhand that way, of course. But
Persis tells me th at she Is satisfied,
and I—well, I .don’t think there’s any
need for me to express myself on the
subject now I’ve met her. I hope
yoiffil all come out and see us and be
neighborly. Now we’ll go and look
after father. And—oh, yes, here.” He
slipped something Into the old man’s
hand and then raised himself to hls
saddle and rode away, the girl by hls
side. As they swung off across the
prairie the old man looked a t his fee,
It was the largest he had ever re
ceived.

THE PALACE OF DOOM
STRANGE LEGEND OF A MYSTERIOU8
STATUE IN ROME.
It Pointed tlie Way to a Scene oi
Silent and Dazzling Splendor—
The
Fate oi tlie Man Who Solved the
Enigma oi the Finger Message.

There stood In Rome many ages ago
a beautiful marble statue the mystery
of which attracted the attention of all
the wise men from far and near. No
body could remember when It had been
erected, and nobody knew what It
meant.
It was the figure of a woman, tall,
strong and supple. She stood erect,
with her right arm outstretched, her
mantle falling in graceful folds about
her figure, on her face a look, half
smile, half frown, luring, yet appeal
ing, but always holding the observer
by a strange feeling that It roused of
mystery, glory and horror.
But even all that, w ritten so clearly
In the mystic signs th at art uses, might
have been overlooked by the people
had It not been for a more material
puzzle presented by the statue. On the
third finger of the outstretched hand
was w ritten In unfading letters, “Strike
here.” And therein lay the mystery.
Years came and went, and wise men
puzzled their brains to find the secret.
Seers from faroff lands came to Rome,
attracted by the statue, and still it
stood, mute, cold, Inexplicable.
One day a young man stood before
It. He had grown up with the Idea of
solving the mystery, and each day
since he was a little child be had come
for a few moments and stood silently
gazing a t the strange countenance.
He had learned to love the face, the
wise lips that looked as If they might
part and tell the secret that ages had
yearned to know, but through these
ages only he had been sincere In hls
search. Faithful through all disap
pointments he had gained strength and
wisdom, and now as he stood before the
statue the sun, halfway up the eastern
sky, shone full upon the Image.
A strange thrill passed through the
man, and, looking In the direction In
dicated by the pointing finger, he saw,
some yards away, the shadow of the
outstretched band on the ground. He
gave a low cry, and, after noting the
spot well, he departed.
That night at midnight he went to
the place and began to dig in the
ground where the shadow of the hand
had fallen. A long time he worked,
never ceasing hls digging, when sud
denly hls spade struck something hard.
Then his zeal increased, and, clear
ing a space, he saw beneath him a trap
door, with a great stone ring. Grasp
ing the ring he pulled open the door
and started back, dazzled, for a flood
of light burst upon him from out pf

the depths.
Quickly recovering, the young man
looked again and beheld a wide mar
ble staircase descending from the trap
door. Throwing down hls spade he
passed through the door, down the
steps and found himself In a vast hall.
The floor of this room was of marble,
pure white, while the walls and celling
were of the same material In many
colors. The huge pillars upholding the
vast dome shone like alabaster. Rare
paintings hung upon the walls, and
rich rugs lay strewn upon the floor.
In the center of the room a fountain
stood. The water In Its basin was as
pure as crystal, but not a ripple stirred
its surface, and no pleasant lapping
charmed the ear as it does when water
falls from on high, for, though the
fountain was apparently perfect, no
water rose from it to fall again.
On seats running around this silent
fountain were many men In rich bro
cades and costly fur robes. Lifelike
they looked, but to the touch they were
as marble. I t was as If in the midst of
life death had come and petrified these
beings in mockery.
. Around on tables and benches were
scattered piles of gold and precious
gems. Delicate enameled vases and
swords inlaid with gems added their
wealth to the place.
But rarest of all the gems was a
great carbuncle, which stood In a cor
ner of the room and from which came
the sole light by which the place was
relieved from darkness. In the comer
opposite to this stone stood an archer,
hls bow bent, hls arrow on the string,
aimed a t the carbuncle. On his bow,
shining with reflected light, were the
words:
“I am that I am. My shaft is In
evitable. Yon glittering Jewel cannot
escape its stroke.”
As he looked on all this In silent won
der the young Roman heard a voice u t
ter one word—“Beware!”
Then he passed into the next room
and found It fitted up as magnificently
as the one he had ju st left. All man
ner of couches were about this room,
and reclining on them were wonder
fully beautiful women. But their lips
were sealed in this place of silence.
From there he passed on, finding
many more wonders—rooms filled with
treasures of art, stables filled with fine
horses, granaries filled with forage.
Everything that could make a palace
complete was there.
The young Roman returned to the
hall.
“I have here seen,” he said, “what
no man will believe. I know that oi
this wealth I should take nothing, but
to prove to them that I speak truth can
be no harm.”
Then he took in hls arms a Jeweled
sword and some rare vases, but sud
denly ail was dark.'
The charm was broken. The arrow
had left the bow and shattered the carfBtfl dL' 'Lxt^AIjfLtAiCi -pl\jVA>0. '

darkness overspread the place.
Then the young man remembered^tha
warning, but too late. And there he
probably adds one more to the silent
watchers In the magic chamber.
Has this story a moral? Let thosa
answer who have eyes to see.
The Mingling of Races.

In the course of many years of in
vestigation into the plant life of the
world, creating new forms, modifying
old ones, adapting others to new condi
tions and blending still others, I h av e^
constantly been Impressed with the
similarity between the organization
and development of plant and human
life. While I have never lost sight of
the principle of the survival of the fit
test and all that It Implies as an ex
planation of the development and prog
ress of plant life, I have come to find
in the crossing of species and in selec
tion, wisely directed, a great and pow
erful instrument for the transforma
tion of the vegetable kingdom along
lines that lead constantly upward. The
crossing of species Is to me paramount.
Upon it, wisely directed and accompa
nied by a rigid selection of the best
and as rigid an exclusion of the poor
est, rests the hope of all progress. The
mere crossing of species, unaccompa
nied by selection, wise supervision, In
telligent care and the utmost patience,
is not likely to result in marked good
and may result In vast harm. Unor
ganized effort is often most vicious in
its tendencies.—Century.
Curious Habits of Foxes.

The animals on which the fox usually
preys are often left untouched round
his own home, and it is even asserted
that nothing is killed on the side of the
hill in which that home is made. In a
small patch of nettles within a few
feet of the mouth of the foxes’ earth
a partridge placed her - nest and
brought off her brood. Round this net
tle bed the cubs were constantly to be
seen, and In it they played hide and
seek. In another case the entrance to
an earth was surrounded by five or
six rabbit holes the tenants of which
were unmolested by their next door
neighbors. In a third a litter of cubs
was placed In a large pit surrounded
by fencing, from which there was no
escape, and in which there were a num
ber of rabbits. None of these was at
tacked by the cubs, though they would
seize a dead rabbit In full sight of the
person who had shot and thrown it to
them.—Native Notes.
Men Wbo Are Baked.

The men who work in the famous
porcelain factories a t Limoges have a
hard life. The furnaces in which the
porcelain is baked are kept up to a
terrible temperature, which, it is said,
cannot be gauged by any instrument
known to science. In this fearful heat
the human salamanders, clad An thick,
fireproof garments, their heads and
ears well protected, have to work,
passing from one to another, chainwise, the porcelain articles as they
come out of the furnace. Every five
minutes the first man of the chain—
that is to say, the one nearest the fur
nace—has to get out into the open. He
throws himself down utterly exhaust
ed on a mattress placed for his conven
ience near the door. Then a boy gives
him ice water to drink from a pitcher,
and he falls back on hls mattress until
hls turn comes round to take his stand
again close to the scorching blaze.
TIlo D e c lin e o f C liiv a lr y .

Wife (drearily)—Ah, mel The days
of chivalry are past. Husband—What’s
the m atter now? Wife—Sir W alter
Raleigh laid hls oloak on the ground
for Queen Elizabeth to walk over, but
you get mad simply because poor, dear
mother sat down on your hat.
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Senator A. B. R oberts has the thanks of the editor for
a copy of Smull’s Handbook for 1905.
I t is believed that there are a number of prominent liars
in Washington. Ju st who they are is another question.
F rom the Baltimore S u n : “As far as gifts were con
cerned, most every day was Christmas for the Pennsylvania
Railroad officials.
T he Standard Oil Company’s company is enlarging in
prominence, numbers, and rascality.
With three votes in the negative, the U. S. Senate passed
the Railroad Rate bill, Friday afternoon, and the finish of a
great battle was reached. I t is believed that the House will
also pass the measure, practically in its present shape.
Graft is graft, in whatever disguise, and wherever it
exists—in politics, the management of railroads, coal, coke,
and oil companies, or any other corporation. The givers and
takers of graft, however genteel they may be in dress and
manners, or however rich or poor, are scoundrels at heart,
and as such contribute to the destructive agencies which are
constantly undermining the welfare of Society.
T he Gubernatorial situation at present will permit the
following summarization:
Mayor Weaver, of Philadelphia, wants to be Governor,
and is very much in earnest in making his desires known.
Some of the Lincolnites are in favor of Mayor Weaver,
other Lincolnites are not. The Lincoln party is divided into
two clamorous factions, fostered by conflicting ambitions.
The Republicans are at sea as to who will be their nomi
nee for Governor. The leaders are watching the contentions
in the Lincoln camp, while some prominent Democrats are
waiting for an opportunity to effect a coalition with the
Lincoln party, with the hope of electing a Democratic
Governor.
R ecent investigations by the Interstate Commerce
Commission at Washington have revealed the fact that a
number of Pennsylvania Railroad officials are guilty of ac
cepting, and largely profiting by, many shares of stock of Coal
and Coke Companies, obviously in exchange for favors in the
form of freight rebates and various accommodations. The
graft thus exposed by the examination of witnesses before
the Commission is a revelation that portrays infamous con
duct on the part of Railroad officials, and furnishes cause for
a most strenuous demand from the people of the State upon
tta
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investigate the doings of the officials of the Pennsylvania
Railroad Company, within the State, from President Cassett
down, since the work of the Commission at Washington has
only to do with the interstate business of the Company. Rail
road Companies—common carriers for all the people—thqt
encourage or permit graft for the benefit of the few and at
the expense of the many shippers and patrons, should be
very severely dealt with by the State that granted them
their chartered rights. If the State fails in its duty the gov
ernment of the people will be a decided failure, in one im
portant particular at least.
T he next Legislature at H arrisburg will have something
to do, and the members to be elected this fall, throughout
the State, should be required to squarely announce their
platforms before receiving their nominations. The I nde
pendent will support no candidate for election to the law
making body of the Commonwealth who refuses to distinctly
commit himself unequivocally in favor of the following
propositions, and do all in his power in support of them in
the House, or Senate:
1. The enactment of a law permitting Trolley Companies
to carry freight.
2. The equalization of taxation so that the farmers, and
other taxpayers, shall not be required to bear unequal bur
dens in the payment of taxes.
3. The appointment of two Joint Committjees of the
Hous^e and Senate, the one to be charged with the duty of
thoroughly investigating the business of the Railroad Cor
porations, with relation to the Stateandthe public in general,
and the other to discharge a similar duty with regard to Life
Insurance Companies doing business in the State.
There are other important matters that should be ade
quately dealt with in the next Legislature, but the foregoing
propositions are of paramount importance to the people. And
men who will not legislate in behalf of the people, without
regard to class or social distinctions, should not be permitted
to serve as lawmakers for the people.
WASHINGTON LETTER. Chandler. He reaffirms the stateFrom Our Regular Correspondent.
W ashington, D. C., May 11, 1906.

—Fresh accusations and denuncia
tions have passed between the
Senate and the White House in the
nasty row that has occurred over
the Rate Bill. It was believed for
a day that the fight was to be
allowed to drop and that the Rate
Bill would be passed without fur
ther recriminations. But with a
fresh communication from former
Senator Chandler and with Senator
Bailey drawn into the fight together
with Tillman and Aldrich, it looks
as though the tentative agreement
between the Republicans and the
Democrats over the passage of a
satisfactory Rate Bill had gone to
the winds and henceforth it would
be a. fight on strict party lines.
This is wrong of course, for the
President has said that he needs
the help of the public spirited mem
bers of both parties to pass a satis
factory bill and the matter is of too
large an interest to be made a party
measure.
First in order of importance
comes the reply of ex Senator

, ment that he acted as the gobetween of the President with Sena
tor Tillman and Senator Baily.
His reply to the strictures of the
President are bitter but are
couched in more parliamentary
language than that of the President
who called Senator Chandler’s
statement a “deliberate and unqalified falsehood.” Senator Chandler
says that he did act as the inter
mediary between the White House
and Senator Tillman and that he
repeated the message of the Presi
dent to Senator Tillman Substan
tially as it was delivered. He says
that if the President thinks he sent
a different message*- he is gravely
mistaken. He adds also that it is
the last time that he will ever take
a message from the President to
Senator Tillman or to anyone else.
But be adds that he cannot and will
not use toward the President the
language that the President used
toward him.
So much for the issue of veracity
between the White House and the
Senate. It is a world of pities that
it ever occurred, for Senator Till
man is in charge of the Rate Bill on
the floor, and a break between him

and the chief executive with whom
he is already on strained personal
relations, is enough to wreck the
prospect of any but the most partizan legislation.
The charge of Senator Bailey,
backed up with the remarks of
Senator Tillman, castsa reflection on
the whole corps of correspondents
at the Capitol. " It seems that arti
cles, evidently inspired, in one
New York and another Chicago
paper had come to the attention of
Senator Bailey and Tillman. The
stories charged that Senator Bailey
was the real stumbling block in the
way of harmonious rate legislation.
It was said that be could not openly
oppose the narrow review amend
ment but that he had, in consulta
tion with Senator Aldrich, inserted
the drastic amendment known
under his name to the bill, knowing
that it was destined to split the’De
mocratic party on any harmonious
action toward the whole measure.
The article further charged that
Senator Tillman was already sus
picious of his Texas colleague and
that he regarded him as a traitor in
the camp of legitimate rate regu
lation.
7
These charges were enough to
make any member of the Senate
warm under the collar. Senator
Tillman declared that the story, so
far it concerned his suspicions of
Senator Baily, was an unqualified
falsehood, put out for the sole pur
pose of sowing discord in the
ranks of the Democratic party. He
said that the correspondent who
wrote the story was a “ muckrake,”
in whose hands he did not know,
but that no matter where the handle
of the rake led, “ the man who held
it was an infamous liar.”
Senator Bailey was even more
violent in his criticism. He said
the story was inspired and that the
man who inspired it was “a de
liberate liar.” Now this outbreak
complicates matters considerably.
It is no secret that both of the
correspondents involved are on
terms of familiarity at the White
House aud that they are both in
close confidence with the very Sen
ators whom Mr. Chandler accused
the President of most caustically
criticising. Probably more will be
heard of the discussion, for both of
the correspondents alluded to are
as reliable men as the Senators who
criticised them, and thei' are not
the men to sit still under the
stigma of liars. The chief pity is
that from the standpoint of the
public, the whole controversy
seriously imperils the chance of
of effective rate legislation.
During the next few days the
Panama Canal Bill probably will
get before the Senate. From the
vote of the Committee early ,in the
week,, it is pretty well assured that
they will report in favor of a sea
level canal. This will not be a
unanimous report but it will be the
Oudliigs "of the committee after
hearing a mass of evidence, and it
probably will have the effect that a
majority report usually has on
either house of Congress. There
are some intimations that the re
port will be much in accordance
with the wishes of the opponents of
canal legislation, for it is in direct
contradiction of the President’s
recommendation when he last ad
dressed Congress on the sublect.
It will precipitate a further fight
that can only have the effect of de
laying effective legislation for some
time longer. And delay is what the
opponents of the canal are playing
for. They know that they cannot
defeat it any more than they ulti
mately can defeat rate legislation,
but they know that the longer it is
delayed the longer will be coming
the cheaper transportation that will
reduce freight rates between ocean:
There is a prospect of further tilts
in the committee between the vener
able Senator Morgan and Mr.
Nelson Cromwell, the smooth New
York lawyer who has so long
blocked attempts of the Alabama
Senator to get any information out
of him. But this is only aside to
the main question of legislation
which will have to be fought out on
the floor of the Senate.

w’ide street that grew up crooked
because the first to pass that way
was a calf that was wobbly and
went from side to side, and the next
followed in the same path, and the
next, never thinking of improve
ment.
We saw a woman and her daugh
ter sewing iu a beautiful garden
one day, so we just walked in and
asked them to pose. They were
very pleased to do so, and were
flattered because we admired the
garden. They took us all over it,
pointing out every pet feature with
great pride; the river that ran at
the end of it. There were many
bird cages against the house wall
and shelves full of potted flowers,
great spreading fuchsias and hang
ing plants; there were little dens
for rabbits, and one for the dog
built in thefoundationsof the house.
A delightful place.

ti1 MILLINERY ! AMERICAN FLAGS,

A WNINGS for
Windows,
Doors,
Porches.

Children’s Corsets, Gloves, Handkerchiefs,
Ladies’ and Children's Knit Underwear—
A S PAT S A W IT.
medium and extra sizes; Ladles’ White
Shirtwaists, 98c. and upward; Dressing
Two men were digging a sewer. Sacqueg,
Wrappers for ladies, all sizes ; Col
One of them was a big, strong man lars, Collar aud Cuff 8ets ; Ladies’ and
Children’s-Stockings, all sizes. Special
about six feet four inches in height, pains taken to please patrons.

Orders taken, measurements made, estimates given, and all work guaran
teed satisfactory. Only best materials used.
gram??;
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are in great demand and there is bere a stock to meet that d'emand though it
were twice as urgent. Our 40 cent

M -A -T T IIST G

Insures Against Fire and Stormi

Is exactly same quality that city department stores ask 55 cents. Stay home
and save money. Our 25 cent matting is what you are charged 35 cents for in
the city. Our great sale of

HAMMOCKS

A D0 L L M

last season has caused us to anticipate a heavier trade this. Just call to see
them, the prices will do tbe rest.

BRENDLINGERS

F irst National Bank,

Women’s

N O E B IS T O W N .

Oxford Ties

BO R ISTEM -A JS"

D bn tâ l ÎA ïïloks
A G A IN A T T H E O LD P L A C E ,

209 Swede Street,

H
. li. NYCE,

Your Estate
Administered
economically and in such a man
ner as to yield tbe best results
te the heirs, write a will and ap
point a well managed and ex
perienced Trust Company your
executor—the Penn Trust Com
pany.
Write us, or make personal in
quiry in relation to drawing a
will, or any other Trust matter.

A great variety of Silk and
Cotton Dress .Goods, 27 inch
wide, 35c., 42c. and 50c.
Cheaper than all silk and wear
much better. A large line of
goods, 15c., 19c. and 25c.
We think we have the finest
12|c. Batist in town in the
popular dots and figures. Cot
ton Yoils, 12|c. Danish Cloth,
15c. and 25c. Colors as well
as cream. Cotton Challies, 5c.
Figured Lawns, 5c. A full

Seasonable Goods
Dress Goods, Lawns, Ginghams,
Percales, Taffetas, Laces,
Ribbons and Trimmings.

ennT r u st

Co.

“The Company that pays
3% Interest for every day
the money Is on deposit. ”
NORRISTOWN.

PA.

Q -IF T S

For Graduates

&f r a te ’
AND SHOES in Vici and Patent
Colt. FREED'S HEAVY SHOES
for all.

Summer Horse Clothing Hardware, Oils and Paints.

In Fine Jewelfy
Our show esses hold a host of daintily
beautiful jewelry pieces that make most
pleasing and acceptable graduation presents.
Among them are RINGS, BROOCHES,
LOCKETS, BRACELETS, NECK CHAINS,
SLEEVE BUTTONS, &c. The cost of many
of these is very moderate indeed, yet the
least expensive are fine quality and beautiful
in design.
In Watches
If there’s a watch to be chosen for a
graduation gift, no better choice can be had
than from this stock. A full assortment<)f
the best makes of -watches, ranging down
from a man’s fine solid gold to a school
boy’s nickel watch.

J. D. SALLADE,
Jeweler and Optician,

1 6 E a st M a in S treet,
NORRISTOWN, PA.

i

Pottstown, Pa

ft
ft

Groceries and Provisions.

n

E. G. Brownback, Trappe.

i

G IF T S I
When in need of above GHfts, be sure to call
and see tbe handsome line of

HAKE NO i8 FRAMED PICTURES,
MISTAKE 1
I
ft
ft
ft

FENTON’S STORE. Years of
experience enables the proprietor
to know Just what to buy; how
to buy, and how to sell the thou f t
sand and more articles kept in f t
stock in a thoroughly equipped
ft
general store.

ft

In DRY GOODS, GROCER
IES, DRIED FRUITS, CANNED f t
GOODS, or in any department of
the big store on the corner yon
will find what you want at the
right price.

FRESH GOODS

Ready-made Pantaloons and f t
Overalls, Overshoes, and Freed’s
Boots and Shoes are among the
specialties.

—GO TO—

Try Our Coffees,
Canned Goods,

SH AREHOLDERS of the International
Lumber and Development Go., of whom there
is a constantly growing number in Montgomery
county, in April received CHECKS for the
GUARANTEED 4 per cent, semi-annual divi
dend. Dividends paid to date are as follows:

jMc

Crockery and Glassware, Paints, f t
Oil, Putty, Hardware.

jSfc

Gents’ Furnishing Goods In
variety.

f t

Dried Fruits
aud Confeetlonery.

For Wise Investors.

8

—

ft

I W. P. FEETOB7
, ft
I
ft

ft

COLLEGEVILLE. PA.

ft

John H. Bartman,

G uaranteed.
Paid.
4 per oent.
5 per oent.
4
*•
5
«
2
“
4
«
4
«

Leather Goods, Gift Book., Post
Card Albums, Ac.
The finest line of

IEW NOVELTIES
IN THE TOWN.

You are invited to call and Inspect at the
BOOK, STATIONERY and ART GOODS
STORE of

S HORACE A. CUSTER,
1
'231 HIGH S T R E E T ,
if t

IF O IR ,

Odd Fellows’ Hall
Grocery.

Commencement

ft
ft
ft

f t In making your purchases at

COMPLETE LINE OF

SPLENDID DIVIDENDS

N orristown, P a.

I

1f t

CHICK FEED for Little Chicks.

No. 221 H igh S t.,

R. L. P. REIFSV EIDER,

ft

m
1
if t YOU WILL

I

ROOTS

Resident Manager,

m
m

Poultry Wire, Poultry Powder, f t
and Crushed Bone and
Oyster Shells.

The Cravenette rain and
spot-proof Hats we are selling .
have taken the town by
storm. _ Twice the service of
the ordinary hat. They have
the appearance of any other
hat and have the advantage
of being rain-proof.
Sole agency here.

12
“
16
*«
TH E IN TERN A TIO N A L LUM BER AND
DEVELOPMENT CO. has therefore given to
shareholders in 12 months 16 per cent., which is
4 per cent, more than was promised.
DIVIDENDS W IL L IN CREA SE.
PR IC E OV SH ARES W IL L ADVANCE.
As the development of this G reat Plantation
progresses, dividends will grow and the selling
price of the stock will be advanced. Persons
who buy now are entitled to the advantage of
STOCK AT PAR. Those who wait must ex
pect to pay more. Buying now means making
a profit on the shares, by reason of the advance,
in addition to getting splendid dividends.
The other Plantations developed by the same
management are paying handsome dividends.
There are stockholders in .Montgomery county
who know, because they are receiving the divi
dends. The International is a larger and bet
ter paying Plantation than either of the others.
I t contains enough Mahogany and other costly
woods to pay the guarantee 25 years. Share
holders benefit by the experience of the man
agers in the other Plantations.
EVERY ASSERTION PROVED.
We ask the fullest investigation. We send
information to all th a t request it. Drop a postal
for a booklet or have us call whenever it suits
you, to explain this exceptional inves.m entin
person.

229 High Street.

Hats, Caps, Fancy Dress Shirts,
and Ties In latest colors and shapes.

$3.00.

1905
1905
1906
1906

G. W_ R A M B O ,

Men’s FnnMings - - -

CRAVENETTE HATS--

April
October
February
April

line of Plain Lawns, 12|c.
Our line of Wool Dress
Goods is still very good.
Colored Mohairs in all the
leading shades, 50c. to $1.00 a
yard. Cream Mohair, 25c., 50c.,
75c. and $1.00 a yard.
A great variety of Gray Wool
Suitings, 50c. to $1.50 a yard.
All the leading shades in
Wool Batist.
A large assortment of Persia*!
Dress Trimmings.

Ladies’ Gloves in Silk and
Cotton. Fancy Lace Hose.

POTTSTOW N
P

Norristown, Pa.

S P R IN G AND S U M M E R GOODS.

TO B U Y

If You Wish

:

•Sä DRY GOODS t NOTIONS. 8-

Brownback’s Store

B R IN G W A T E R 2 4 0 M IL E S .

:

C. W . R A M B O .

S u it

A project to bring perennial
streams from the heart of the
Sierras across two hundred and
forty miles of mountain desert, and
plain to the gateway of the metrop
olis of Southern California, has
fired the hopes and ambitions of
Los Angeles and the San Fernando
Valley, and gived new impetus to
the tremendous growth of that
sunny coüntry, writes Wilber
Bassett in “ Technical Magazine”
for ’May.
The plan, as now proposed by
William Mulholland, Superinten
dent of the Los Angeles Water De
partment, with the co-operation of
Messrs. Lippincott and Perkins, of
the United States Engineers, pro
vides for three great reservoirs,
seventeen miles of tunnels through
granité ranges, and over 200 miles
of monster conduits from the moun
tains to the sea, the total cost to
approximate $22,494,000. and the
work to be completed in four years.
An upper reservoir site has beenselected, about sixty miles from the
head of the river in Long Valley,
which, with the construction of a

:

PLATES,
FILLINGS,
BRIDGE WORK.
OVER 25000 GALLONS OF PURE GAS ADMINISTERED IN 24 MONTHS.
Charges Reasonable.
Examination Free.
All work guaranteed to be satisfactory.
GERMAN SPOKEN.

Your
N ew

means the choicest produced.
There are grades of ready-towear clothes just as there are
in other things. You cannot
go into other stores and buy
such stylish valuable clothes
as we sell. There is a vast
difference. Back of our
clothing is a combination of
capital, brain and taste which
commands the best of every
thing. Come in and look
them over as we take pleasure
in showing these goods, even
if you do not want to pur
chase.

SILK and
BUNTING,

All Sizes, Mounted and Unmounted.

and the other one was a little, puny
B. B. D U B B S ,
man about four feet six inches.
The foreman came along to see how 307 High Street,
POTTSTOWN, PA.
the work was progressing, and
noticed that one of them was doing
EKKIOMEN VALLEY
more work than the other.
Mutual Fire Insurance Co.
o f Montgomery County.
“Look here,” he cried, “ how is it
that little Dennis Dugan, who' is
only half your size, is doing nearly
Incorporated May 18, 1871.
TH E C H E E R FU L MAN.
twice as much work as you,
The cheerful man is preeminently Patrick ?”
Glancing down to his partner,
a useful man.
The cheerful man sees that every Pat replied : “ And why shouldn’t
where the good outbalances the bad, he; ain’t he nearer to it ?”
and that every evil has its compen
INSURANCE IN FORCE, $9,000,000.
sating balm.
A habit of cheerfulness enables
Office o f the Company t
one to transmute apparent misfor
saved is a step toward independence. Every
tunes into real blessings.
COLLEGEVILLE. PA.
He who has formed a habit of step in the direction of this goal encourages
A. D. FETTEROLF, S e c r e t a r y .
more of the same kind of movement, headed
looking at the bright, happy side of the right way. Make the dollars you gain
things, has a great advantage over by thrift help to multiply the steps, and H. W. KRATZ, President,
Norristown, Pa.
the chronic dyspeptic who sees no choose the
good in anything.
Regular office day of the Secretary, Friday
Of each week ; also every evening.
The cheerful man’s thought sculp
tures his face into beauty and
touches his manner with grace.
NORRISTOWN, PA.
It was Lincoln’s cheerfulness and
sense of humor that enabled him to as a secure, convenient, and up-to-date de
for your sayings, where they will
stand under the terrible load of the pository
earn inte.est every hour. Ton will not re
Civil War.
gret your choice, and your favors will be
S p e c ia l V a lu e s.
If we are cheerful and contented much esteemed.
all nature smiles with us; the air is
3 PER CENT. ON TIME DEPOSITS
Made from Yicl Kid, Pat. Colt and Gun
balmier, the sky clearer, the earth
Metal Calf, $2.00, $2.50. All Blucher cut.
PAYABLE ON DEMAND.
has a brighter green, the trees have
Kreider’s
Oxfords, at $1.50. These
a richer foliage, the flowers are
have the style of $2.00 ones, vlci kid and
more fragrant, the birds sing more
pat. colt mater.
sweetly, and the sun, moon and
La France Oxfords,
$2.50, $3.00.
stars are more beautiful.
“
“
Shoes,
$3.00.
All good thought and good action
Women’s Shoes o f All Kinds,
claim a natural alliance with good
from the common sense to the most stylish
ones, $1 25 to $3.00. You cannot fall to
cheer.
be suited.
High - minded cheerfulness is
Try the New Corn Cure, 10c.
found in great souls, self-poised and
confident in thgtr own heaven-aided
powers.
Serene cheerfulness is the great $10,
$12, $15, $18,
NORRISTOWN, PA.
preventive of humanity’s ills.
Grief, anxiety and fear are the
$20, $22.50,
great enemies of human life, and
should be resisted as we resist the
$25.00.
plague. Cheerfulness is their anti
dote.
IS THE PLACE
Without cheerfulness there can
The perfection of Men’s
be no healthy action, physical, men
tal, or moral, for it is the normal at R eady-to-W ear and that
mosphere of our being.

IN A F R E N C H V IL L A G E .

You don’t see scattered farm
houses set in the midst of their
lands here, as with us, but
the/ farmers live together in
villages, says the “ Metropolitan
Magazine.” This is a real farm
village, and at dawn everything is
astir, the clattering of sabots and
the confused murmur of voices
mingling with our early morning
dreams. For the rest of the day it
is quiet as an American Sunday,
men, women and all but the crones
and babies having gone into the
outlying fields a-harvesting. At
intervals heavy carts drawn by
two, three or even four big horses,
tandem, magnificent in their heavy
harness and gay with tassels, come
back to the barns with towering
loads of hay or wheat. It is the
same on Sunday, now in the height
of the harvest season, only they
stop early, and on weekdays usu
ally come straggling along the
streets at nightfall, their sickles
and scythes glistening in the moon
light.
What a hard-working life they do
lead. We sat by the roadside and
sketched some harvesters one after
noon. The men were cradling the
’wheat, the women following at their
heels tied it into bundles and tossed
them into heaps, their motions asregular as clockwork. Some were
gleaning. I never saw a farm ma
chine but in one flelcj. Their fathers
worked with their hands, and their
grandfathers before them, and so
they go on in their narrow way,
perfectly satisfied iyith themselves
and what they have. It is like the

dam 100 feet high, would conserve
the high waters of May, June, and
July, and could contain a year’s
supply at a consumption of 95,000,000 gallons a day; but it is thought Hats Trimmed Free of Charge,
that it will not be necessary in tbe
in the near future to build any arti- Fine line of Hats and Bonnets, Trimmed, at
fical reservoirs in the headwaters,
tbe very lowest prices. Call and see them.
as the impounding reservoirs near
CHILDREN’« DRESSES
Los Angeles will answer the same
white
and
colored; Children’s Bedford Cord
purpose.
Jackets, Musl n Underwear, Ladies’ and

COLLEGEVILLE, PA,

POTTSTOWN.
All that’s new In Postal Cards.

FOR SALE!
A Number of Desirable
Properties
Along Trolley between Norristown and
Limerick.
Write for particulars.
GOTW ALS & BEYER,
55 E. Main St.
NORRISTOWN, PA.

HORACESTORB

Daily and Sunday Papers.

-Winter Underwear- M a r b le

Cement Bricks

FOE ALL,
And

Tile

Stand more pressure and look nicer than
day bricks, and cost less. Any color de
sired. All kinds of moulding, cornice,
and bay window bricks, standard sizes.
Come and see the concrete bricks made
and tested and get prices. Concrete blocks
always on hand, as heretofore.

- I N A L L S IZ E S . -

—AND—

Collars, Ties, Suspenders, Lace Col
lars, Belts, Fancy Work, Muslins, Ging
hams, Ready-made Wrappers,. Aprons,
&c. Also DRESSMAKERS’ SUPPLIES
and all the little things you just need at

G r a n ite
W o rk s,
s
f?’149HighSt.

M rs . F ra n c e s B a r r e tt’s,
M a in S t ., N b a k S t a t io n ,

NT. IS". Harnett,
1-3.

COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

Advertise Your Sales iu the
Independent.
n ET TOUR Posters Printed at
i ~Y ihr tndeaendeat Offiee.

COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
J

WESLEY HOOVER,

P O T T S T O W N , P E N N ’A.
Designs

Blacksm ith and H orseshoer.
F IR S T A V E N U E , N E A R P E R K IO M E N
B R ID G E , O O L L E G E V IIiL E , PA .

First-class work In all branches. Neversllp
Shoeing a specialty.
I2-28-3uo,

and

Estimates Furn

ished Free of Charge.

% ja5» I f you have anything to
tell, advertiffe it in the Independent.

g THE INDEPENDENT I
TERMS — 91.0» PER YEAR
it
IK ADVANCE.
::

Thursday, May 2 4 , ’0 6
CHURCH SERVICES.
Parish of St. Paul’s Memorial P. E. Church,
Oaks, Perkiomen, Audubon. The Rev. T. P.
Eg©» rector. Sunday services: Union Church,
Audubon, 10.45 a. in., with Holy Communion
first in month. St. Paul’s, Oaks. 3.80 p. m.,
with Holy Communion third in month 8.30 a.
m. Children’s Evensong last in month 8 p. m.
Sunday School 2.30 p. m. Vested choir. Free
sittings. Cordial welcome. The rector, resid
ing a t Oaks, will be pleased to receive calls for
visitation or m inistration. Address Oaks P. O.
Lower Providence B aptist Church. Preach
ing services 10.30 a. m. and 7.30 p. m., every

.Sunday, Rev. F. W. Randall, pastor. Ulble
chool, 9.80 a. m. Prayer meeting, Wednesday
evening a t 7.30. Shannonville Mission, every
second Sunday evening a t 7.30 ; Bible school,
Sundays, a t 2.30 p. m.; prayer meeting, Tues
days a t 7.80 p.m.; Rev. S. O. Perry, pastor.
Evansburg M. E. Church, Rev. W. O. Stook
pastor. Sabbath Scliool, 9.80 a. m. Preaching,
10.30 a. m. and 7.30 p. m. Song and prayer ser
vice, 7 p. m.
St. L uke’s Reformed Church, Trappe, Rev.
S L. Messinger, S . T. 1)., pastor. Sunday
School a t 8.45 a. m. Preaching a t 10 a. m.
and 7.45 p .m . Junior Endeavor prayer meet
ing a t 2 p. m. Y . P. S. C. E. prayer meeting a t
6.45p.m . All are cordially invited to attend
the services.
Trappe Circuit United Evangelical Church,
Rev. George R. Riffert, pastor. Services for
the coming Sabbath as follows : At Trappe—
Preaching, 7.30 p. m.; Sunday School,2 p.m .
At Limerick—Preaching, 10 a. m .; Sunday
School, 9 a. m.; C. E. meeting, 7.30 p. m. All
people are cordially invited to worship with us.

Commencement at Ursinus.

The thirty-sixth annual commencemencement of Ursinus College will
be held June 3 to 6. The program
of exercises will be announced next
week.

R e a l E s ta te D e al.

B ase B a ll.

G. W. Schweiker has purchased
of George Tyson a property contain
ing about 12 acres, with improve
ments, fronting on the Germantown
pike, near Providence Square, for
fifteen hundred dollars.

The Ursinus team was defeated
twice, Saturday. In the morning
they played an eleven inning con
test with Rutgers at New Bruns
wick, N. J., losing by the score of
6 to 5. In the afternoon Seton
ton Hall, at South Orange, succeed
ed in winning the second game by
the close score of 4 to 2.
At home, Saturday, the Scrubs
defeated Pennsburg Seminary by
10 runs to 4. Pennsburg scored all
their runs in the ninth inning, with
two out.

M a jo r C o o k D ead.

Major Isaac N. Cook, of PottsV e te ra n s a t W e n tz ’s C h u rc h .
town and an ex-Clerkof the Courts,
Last Sunday morning the memdied Tuesday morning in his 73d
cers of G. B. McClellan Post, G. A.
year.
R., of Scb wenksville, attended in a
body services at Wentz’s Reformed
A fte r L o n g S e rv ic e .
church, Worcester, and listened to
Charles Conrad Isett, for 55 years a thoughtful and patriotic sermon
a faithful employe in the type and by Rev. Mr. Laudenslager.
press rooms of the Norristown Her
ald, died Saturday at the age of 71
Im p ro v e m e n t N e a r A re o la .
years.
Dr. S. M. Plush, of near Areola,
has had a large old style colonial
G ir l F a rm e r.
Miss Ada Glatfelter, 17 years old, porch built to his house. The Dr.
has also otherwise improved his at
has just completed the task of plant tractive
home, located in one of the
ing 35 acres ,on the farm of her most beautiful
sections of the Perki
father, who was accidentally killed
omen
valley.
recently in York county.
L o an D e fe a te d .

P ress Le ag ue O u tin g .

J . M . V a n d e rs llc e , E s q ., w i ll D e liv e r
M e m o ria l D a y A d d re ss.

At eight o’clock, on the evening
of Memorial Day, May 30, J. M.
Vanderslice, Esq., of Fircroft, will
deliver an address in Trinity Re
formed church, this borough. It is
expected that the choir of the
church will furnish the music. Col.
Vanderslice has a large fund of in
formation relative to war times,
having been an active participant
in the cavalry service, and is a pol
ished speaker. Let there be due
recognition of the importance of
Memorial Day by a large attendance
at Trinity church, Wednesday even
ing of next week.

B o n d s to be Issu e d f o r E x te n s io n o f
T ro lle y L in e .

The Pottstown News of Monday
says: The Schuylkill Valley Trac
tion Company has made arrange
ments to float an issue of bonds for
the purpose of financing the new
Boyertown and Pottstown Electric
Railway Company, as the latest sub
sidiary line of the Schuylkill Valley
Company will be called. These
bonds are to be placed on the mar
ket by William C. Mcllvain,a Read
ing banker, and the payment of the
interest, which is at the rate of 5
per cent., is guaranteed by the
United Traction Company, of Read
ing. The line will connect with the
Oley Valley line at Boyertown, and
will run down to a point between
Swamp and Fagleysville and then
across to the Trappe and Limerick
line, at the stone crusher, below
Sanatoga. This route has been sur
veyed and local contractors have
been asked to bid on the work of
grading the roadbed.

FROM OAKS.

Item s From Trappe.

Fortunate Missourians.

Mr. and Mrs. William Steiner, of
Zieglersville, were the guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Miller, Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. R. H. Keeler and
daughter of Royersford, Miss Edna
H. Keeler and Misses Moyer and
Greuver of the Pottstown Hospital,
were entertained by Mr. and Mrs.
M. H. Keeler, Sunday afternoon.
Lewis Sherrick is now engaged
as one of the repairsmen on the
Perkiomen railroad between Col
legeville and Sch wenksville.
James Brendlinger, of Pottstown,
was the guest of Mr. and Mrs. J.
K. Beaver, Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Wisler enter
tained a number of visitors, Sunday.
Monday afternoon George Rambo
was burning the nests of caterpil
lars on his trees when the roof of
his barn became ignited. Mr. Ram
bo quickly extinguished the fire
with several buckets of water.
Ex-Burgess Rimby, of College
ville, was the guest of Ex-Burgess
Shuler, Sunday afternoon.
Wesley Poley has returned home
from Philadelphia.
Mr. and Mrs. David Stover and
children, of Philadelphia, visited
Mr. and Mrs. Joel Harley, Sunday.
On Sunday a number of young
men of this vicinity and Yerkes,
each accompanied by his best lady
friend, drove to Valley Forge. They
report a pleasant trip.
Councilman Harry Stierly is ma
king preparations to remodel and
enlarge his house. Daniel Shuler
will do the carpenter work, and O.
K. Sch wen k, of Spring Mount, the
mason work.
S. W. Jackson,of Royersford, has
succeeded John H. Brunner as
blacksmith at the shop at Beck
man’s hotel. Mr. Brunner is now
in the employ of the S. V. Traction
Company, as a motorman.
Commencement of the borough
grammar school in Masonic Hall
next Saturday evening at 8 o’clock.
There being but one graduate, Miss
Austerberry, several of the under
graduates will participate in the
program. Dean Omwake, of Urinus College, will deliver the
address.

“ When I was a druggist, at Livonia, Mo.,
writes T. J. Dwyer, now of Graysville, Mo.,
three of my customers were permanently
cured of consumption by Dr. King’s New
Discovery, and are well and strong to-day.
One was trying to sell his property and
move to Arizonia, but after u-lng New Dis
covery a short time he found it unnecessary
to do so. I regard Dr. King’s New Discov
ery as the most wonderful medicine in ex
istence.” Surest Cough aud Cold cure and
Throat and Lung healer. Guaranteed by
Joseph W. Culbert. druggist. 50c. and $1.
Trlai bottle free.

p ilB L IC SALE OF

Cows, Bulls and Shoats!

Will be sold a t public sale, on MONDAY,
JUNE 4, 1906, at Beckman’s hotel, Trappe,
20 fresh cows and springers, 3 good stock
-gWbulls, and 150 shoats and Y7~>,
_ 3 L ,p ig s. Gentlemen, I selected JisMlr
this load of cows myself in Pine Valley,
Jefferson county, and I never selected a
better lot in my life, anywhere. They are
large in size, mostly shorthorns, big milk
ers and good testers. I also have 2 extra
fine Jersey cows that have tested 6 id but
ter fat; both young. Also a good Ayreshire cow, with a calf ready for market.
The bulls are of good size, and the shoats
ASTUKK LAND.
About six acres of good meadow are up to par in quality. Don’t miss this
pasture land near Eagleville. Will be opportunity if you want good stock. Sale
rented by the week, month, or season. at 2 o’clock, June 4, rain or shine. Con
ditions by
GEO. W. SEANOR.
Apply on the premises to
W. Pierson, auct. A. P. Fritz, clerk.
W. H. MISSIMER.

P

OTICE! NOTICE!
N
All persons who trespass upon the
Glen wood Sanitarium grounds will be
prosecuted according to law.
S. C. JOHNSON, Manager.

»
.
A year old colt, good size and wellF
bred; has all evidence of making a very
or

a le

fine animal. Apply to
HENRY FEGLEY,
5-3-8t.
Evansburg, Pa.

jlJBLIC SALE OF ONE CARLOAD OF

West Virginia H orses!
Will be sold at public sale, on MON
DAY, MAY 28, 1906, a t Bubeck’s hotel,
Gratersford, Pa., 20 head of good horses
direct from West Virginia, ranging in age
from 2 to 6 years, of good color
/flflL -a n d size. No. 1 is a bay pacing
jJ ^ J ^ m a r e , coming 5 years old, sired by
Dominion Wilkes, broke and fear
less of all objects and will make a fast
goer; No. 2 is a roan mare, 5 years old, as
good a mare as you can see, weighs 1200
pounds, fearless andean trot like a streak;
No. 8 is a bay horse, 6 years old, weighs
1100 pounds, as nice a coach horse as you
can get, sound and all right. The balance
will show for themselves. I will guaran
tee that I have horses that will suit al
most everybody. Come and see them, as
I have the horses to please. They will
arrive three days prior to day of sale for
inspection. I will have horse buyers to
take your marketable horses for cash.
Sale at 2 o’clock p. m.
Also on the same day and a t the same
place, precisely at 1 o’clock, the personal
property of Christian Detwiler, who
moved to Philadelphia and has no further
use for It: 2 wagons, sleigh, grain cradle,
forks, rakes, shovels, bed and bedding,
carpets and a lot of other household goods
too numerous to mention. These goods
will be sold first and horses afterwards.
Conditions by
J. H. FISHER, Agt.

A new way, or an improvement
on the old way, of raising the duff
o r »a l e o r r e n t .
to inflate the treasury is that way
Brick house on Main Street, Col
taken by the Oaks base ball club,
legeville: 10 rooms, steam heat, bath, 4
in guessing bow many beans in the
acres of land, a variety of fruit trees. Im
mediate possession. For further informa
jar of one quart of soup beans and
tion call or address
one pint of lima beans, two guesses
JAMES L. PAISTE,
A m b itio u s H o p e .
for five cents. They might succeed
5-3-2t.
Collegeville, Pa.
in their efforts by soliciting a do
Rev. Jacob Kurtz, of York, Pa.,
PER SO N AL.
nation from the fellow who pinched
D e a th o f M rs . T h e o . C a s s e lb e rry .
says one of the particular reasons
A. H. Fetterolf, Ph. D., President the dinner pails, etc., at Homestead.
or »a l e .
of his inaugurating evangelistic
A brick house, and lot 70x185 feet, in
Mary, wife of Theo. Casselberry, of Girard College, was the guest of
work in Franklin county is his
Ironbridge.
The house is in good order;
The newest thingout is a restaur
Captain and Mrs. H. H. Fetterolf,
new
fence around lot. This property is
hope that he may be able to con vert of near Ironbridge, died at Charity Sunday.
ant
in
Perkiomen,
A.
J.
Brower,
nicely located and will be^sold at a bar
Hospital, Norristown, on Tuesday,
the bar of that county.
proprietor. Ice cream and soft
gain, if sold at once. For particulars, ad
Miss Lilian M. Bossert, of Nor drinks at all times.
aged 38 years. Mrs. Casselberry
dress
I. P. WILLIAMS,
ristown, was entertained by Prof,
4-26.
Ironbridge, Pa.
was
operated
upon
for
gall
stones
M e e tin g o f H o rs e C o m p a n y .
Just now everything is so dry
at the Hospital about ten days ago and Mrs. J. T. Ebert, Saturday
that plenty of wet would not go
The semi-annual meeting of the and until Monday seemed to be on afternoon and Sunday.
Passenger trains leave Collegeville for Phila
OK » 4 I.E .
amiss. The roads are very dusty,
Death was
delphia : 7.03, 7.45,11.30 a. m., 6.05 p. m. Sun- Fairview Village Horse Company the way to recovery.
A double brick house on JL-rk-L
Miss
Edith
B.
Dukes,
Miss
Jane
¿ayg__7 .il a. m., 6.23 p. m. For Allentown: for the recovery of stolen horses caused by peritonitis. The deceased
and it needs but one automobile to
Sixth avenue, Collegeville. The|f7a(|f t
Williams, Miss Ida L. Dryden, of kick up a dust and leave the im
7.45,11.02 a. m., 3.22, 6.05 p. m. Sundays—8.30 will be held at Loos’ hotel, FairJ^OSENBERBY’S L£ST
house is most substantially built i!
is survived by a husband and two
a,, m., 7.3» p. m.
and in first-class repair, and in alli_l£IH9
view Village, on the first Saturday daughters. The funeral will be Philadelphia, spent Sunday with pression that a simoon was close at
Miss
Effie
M.
Williams
at
her
home
respects
is
a
very
attractive
and
desirable
hand. A warm wave visited us, a
in June. Roll call at 4 p. m.
held on Saturday at 10 a. m. Inter on Sixth avenue.
TWO SALES
home. For particulars address
regular sizzard of the sizzy kind at
H. W. SPARE,
ment
at
the
Lutheran
church
ceme
H om e and Abroad.
OF
THE
SEASON, on Ascension Day,
that,
and
we
got
out
of
our
heavy
Dr. and Mrs. John Niles, of Car8-8.
65 Broadway, New York.
tery, Scwenksville; undertaker J.
F o o t A m p u ta te d .
THURSDAY, MAY 24, a t Lansdale, we
bondale, are visiting -Mrs. Bessie underwear just in time to catch a
L.
Bechtel
in
charge.
sell 250 New Wagons, 100 sets of Harness,
Though 79 years of age, Major
cold wave that blew over the land
Hunsicker.
100 Light and Heavy Fly Straps. I have
—It is claimed
EED CORK AN» TOMATO
Williams, a widely known veteran
Saturday
afternoon
and
evening,
the largest assortment of wagons in the
Mr.
and
Mrs.
George
Deppen,
of
PLANTS.—
Farmers
who
intend
of West Conshohocken, last week
State, and sell to the highest bidders.
and
ere
the
Sunday
hours
were
H e ld U p a t M o n t C la re .
to
raise
vegetables
for
the
Collegeville
—That last Friday
Sunbury, Pa., returned home Mon well under way we got back to first
Old Wagons taken in exchange. Sale at
underwent the imputation of a gan
Cannery
can
purchase
Stowell’s
Evergreen
1
p. m., sharp.
William Haggiubotbam, of Mont day, after a week’s visit to Mrs. principles and felt right comfort
Seed Corn a t W. H. Gristock’s Sons’ feed
—Was the hottest May day on grenous foot just above the ankle, Clare,
On SATURDAY, MAY 26, at Lubeck’s
Anna
Koons.
was
returning
home
about
1
store,
Collegeville,
and
tomato
plants
at
in an effort to prolong his life.
Hotel, Grater’s Ford, 25 New Wagons, 20
able again.
record.
the residence of Chas. F. Haas, Skippack, Sets of Harness. Will have a complete
o’clock Saturday morning, after re
Miss Mary A. Fry, of Evansburg,
after May 1. Price, 10 cents per hundred. assortment of all kinds of wagons and
The employes of the flag factory
pairing several arc lights in Phoe visited a number of friends in this
—Sundays and Monday following
A. T. ALLEBACH, Secretary.
harness. Old wagons taken in exchange.
P
h
ila
d
e
lp
h
ia
M
a
rk
e
ts
.
have organized an Old Glory Social
nixville, when he was accosted by borough, Tuesday.
the weather was very cool,
Sale a t 1.30 p. m.
Club. The badge, a shield with O.
Wheat, 87i; corn, 61c.; oats, two strangers near the Thompson
W. H. ROSENBERRY
—With a heavy frost Monday 40c.; winter bran, $23.00; timothy property. One of them demanded a
G. S. C. engraved thereon.
H. B. LAPP.
TRAW WANTED.
D E N A TU R E D A LC O H O L AS A
S
morning!
Oat
or
wheat.
Apply
to
match.
Hagginbotham
replied
that
hay, $17; mixed hay, $15; steers,
S U B S T IT U T E F O R K E R O 
S eve n M e n In ju re d by B re a k in g
We have not learned so far the
SEIDEL & TOWNSEND,
—Such atmospheric wrenches are 4£ to5fc.; fat cows, 3 a 4!c.; sheep, he had none. One of the men
SENE.
names of the scholars of our public
204 and 206 W. Marshall Street,
o f B eam .
IUBLIC SALE OF
stepped
forward,
saying,
“O!
yes,
3i
to
6
£c.;
lambs,
Qi
to
81c.;
hogs,
5-17.
Norristown, Pa.
almost enough to
school who will be graduates or From the Springfield Republican, May 5.
While
Contractor
Nathaniel
Wamyou
have,”
when
Hagginbotham
91 a 9}c.
who aspire for honors on commence
The following extract from the re
—Knock the poetry out of spring
struck the fellow in the face and pole, of Telford, and his workmen ment day, but we are not behind in
Personal Property!
STATE NOTICE !
knocked him down. His companion were placing a large girder in posi everything'down this way, though port of the House Ways and Means
time.
Estate of Mary Ann Gristock, late
C o m m e n c e m e n t o f U p p e r P ro vid e n ce made no attempt to assail the young
Will be sold at public sale, on THURS
we have no one yet who aspires for Committee on the bill may prove in of Upper Providence township, Montgom DAY, MAY 31, 1906, a t the residence of
—Memorial Day
S c h o o ls .
man, but directed his attention to tion at the new Dunkard church at Gubernatorial honors, if you know teresting if not illuminating:
ery county, Pa., deceased. Letters testa the late E. Brownback, deceased, in the
Indian
Creek,
near
Vernfield,
on
mentary having been granted the under borough of Trappe, Pa., the following
his
wounded
confederate.
The annual commencement of the
—Next Wednesday, May 30.
what
that
means.
all persons indebted to said estate personal property of said decedent: Farm
Monday, the tackling suddenly
The bulk of the free denatured signed,
public schools of Upper Providence
requested to make immediate payment wagon for one or two horses, with bed
We seem to be in a muddle all alcohol in Germany is used for the are
gave way and the large girder,
—County Treasurer Freed’s an township wil!.sbe held in the Green
and
those
having legal claims to present and ladders, good as new; express wagon,
nual notice to taxpayers; fourth Tree church on Thursday evening, S p in a l M e n in g itis C a u se s D e a th o f which is about 56 feet long and 8 by around, and it seems the President purpose of light, fuel and heat. A the same without delay to
2 fallingtop carriages, road cart, one new
JANE ELIZABETH GRISTOCK,
M rs . A n d e rs o n .
15 inches in thickness, crashed himself will have to carry a good, lamp is now made with a Welsbach
fallingtop carriage, 2 plows, springtooth
page.
June 7. The names of the gradu
Executrix,
harrow, spike harrow, 2 hoe harrows,
big,
stout
stick
as
he
goes
along
in
down
into
the
basement,
taking
mantle
which
produces
a
very
ates
will
be
announced
later.
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Trappe,
Pa
Last
Friday
evening
wbeil
Abra
land roller, potato plow, horse rake
—Dr. S. D. Cornish is having an
with it the scaffold, on which stood this world.
strong, steady and high-grade light
(Tiger), horse power and thresher, win
ham B. Anderson, who resides on the workmen, and also broke to
attractive second-story extension
by the use of alcohol. Experiments
nowing mill, oornsheller, post boring ma
Rev.
Mr.
Isenberg,
of
Trappe,
added to his house.
M r. P e te rs V e ry III.
the John D. Alderfer farm in Skip- splinters one of the 12 by 12 girders preached Sunday in the Green Tree have been made testing this lamp
chine, wheelbkrrow, cider press, 2 sleighs,
s t a t e n o t ic e .
Estate of Anna M. Kendall, late of jope and tackle, 2 sets heavy harness, set
In a letter from E. A. Maraist, of pack, returned home from his day’s and a number of 3 by 10 joists. church. You will bear in mind with the most improved pattern Trappe,
—Tripping on a piece of carpet,
Montgomery county, deceased. heavy single harness, blind and beadhalMrs. Sarah Jones, an a#ed Potts- St. Martinsville, La., the editor of work he found his wife in an un The injured a re : Nathaniel Wam- rally day and a Sunday school con kerosene lamps with round wicks Letters testamentary on the above estate ters, chains and traces, forks, shovels,
been granted the undersigned, all rakes, etc.; 3 barrels vinegar, lot of feed
town' woman, fell and broke her hip, this paper is informed that John conscious condition. Medical aid pole, shoulder dislocated, head vention will be held this Saturday and of equal candle-power; it was having
oats and wheat straw, lot of lum
Peters of that place is very ill. Mr. was summoned, but failed to afford bruised and cut; unconscious for all day and Saturday evening. Make found that a gallon of alcohol would persons indebted to said estate are re boxes,
to make immediate payment, and ber, posts and rails. Sale at one o’clock.
— The State police will arrest Peters, who is in his 83d year, is a relief. She lingered, without re several hours. Henry Wampole, it a point to be there and hear and keep the alcohol lamp burning twice quested
Conditions on dav of sale.
those
having
legal
claims,
to
present
the
bathers who do not wear bathing brother to Mrs. Susan Rosenberry gaining consciousness until Sun shoulder dislocated. Clinton Wam see what is to hear and see. Re as many hours as would a gallon of same without delay to
E. G. BROWNBACK, Administrator.
W. M. Pearson, auct.
WILLIAM McHARG, Executor,
suits in the vicinity of Reading.
and Miss Elizabeth Peters of Lower day, when she died. The cause of pole, of Telford, bruised. William member the time and place, Green kerosene burning in the most ap
Trappe,
Pa
proved
pattern
of
kerosene Or his attorney, E. F . Slough, Norris
death was spinal meningitis. The Detwiler, of Telford, bruised. Tree, Saturday, May 26.
Also a t the same time and place the fol
—A good countenance is a letter Providence.
Philip Royer, of Telford, bruised.
lamp which is in general use. town,
deceased
wife,
and
mother
of
three
Pa.
4-4.. lowing goods belonging to the under
of recommendation.—Fielding.
The
cold
weather'
we
had
frosted
John
Shisler,
of
Vernfield,
sprained
In other words, one gallon of alco
signed : Beds and bedding, carpets, chairs
children, was 23 years of age. The
T a lly - H o R id e .
and rockers, old fashioned bureau, farmers’
ankle and badly bruised foot. Rev. the beans, in early gardens, nipped hol is equal to two gallons of kero
funeral
will
be
held
on
Saturday
—An egg measuring 6 | by 7}
boiler, Enterprise meat chopper and lard
“
Me
Old
Comrade,”
I.
R.
Weikel’s
SSIGNEE’S
NOTICE.
Miss
Ella
Price
entertained
a
James
Shisler,
of
Indian
Creek,
sene
for
lighting
purposes.
Hence
inches was laid by a black Minorca number of her friends with a tally- afternoon at 2 o’clock. Interment head and body slightly bruised, potatoes, but did no real harm to
Assigned estate of Joseph B. Huns press, 2 cook stoves, sewing machine,
it
follows
if
the
price
of
alcohol
crockery
and glassware, lot of chickens,
and wife of Upper Providence town
ben belonging to Lewis Rahn, of ho ride to Valley Forge last Satur at Wentz’s church cemetery.
the potato bug, for it requires more methylated is less than double the berger
and has pain across back.
ship, Montgomery county, Pa,. Notice is meat bench, and tttttnerous-. other articles,
Potts town.
thau a May frost to kill them, but a price of kerosene, its use, especially hereby given that Joseph B. Hunsberger by day of sale.
day. The event was most enjoya-i
MRS. E. BROWNBACK.
and wife have made a general assignment
shower of Paris green.
—A Philadelphia N. G. P. com ble and every one who participated D a te s f o r D e m o c ra tic C o n v e n tio n s .
on the farms and in the villages of of
their real and personal estate to the
F a ll F ro m a C a rt F o llo w e d by D e a th .
pany is having a rifle range erected was delighted with the day’s out
the
country,
would
become
enor
undersigned. All persons owing the said
The Oaks base ball club played a
The Democratic County Commit
T Public Kale on Saturday,
estate will make immediate payment, and
on JBarbadoes Island, opposite Nor ing. The chaperon was Mrs. Homer tee, at the meeting at the Rambo
Monday forenoon Daniel Conrad, game Saturday afternoon with a mous.
Jnue 2, 1906, at 3. p. in.,
those having claims against the said
Smith.
ristown.
House, Norristown, Monday morn aged about 65, and James House team from Fairview on the ball
on
the
premises in Jeffersonville, Pa.v one
There now comes from the “elec estate will present the same to
mile
west
of Norristown on Philadelphia
grounds
here.
The
score
being
12
ing,
decided
upon
June
20
as
the
JAMES G. DETWILER, Assignee,
keeper, a young man, were on their to 9 in favor of Oaks. It is said trical testing laboratories” of New
—Osias Neiman, aged 77, who
Yerkes, Pa, trolley, a most attractive 7 acre property
date
for
the
convention
to
elect
D
ig
g
in
g
fo
r
C
o
p
p
e
r.
died at Pottstown on Saturday, was
way from Pottstown to the Ridge
his attorney, E. F. Slough, Norris with 10 room stone house, ample stable,
the Oaks boys are just begin York a report on the test of a Ortown,
fruit, etc. Right in the section of present
Henry Auchy is digging for State delegates and Congressional pike, below Perkiomen Bridge, that
for nearly 40 years a boatman on the
Pa.
French
incandescent
mantle
alcohol
ning
to
play
ball.
and future improvements.
conferrees;
and
September
11
as
copper ore on the Joseph Benner
Schuylkill canal.
BROWN, CLOUD & JOHNSON,
Mr. John C. Dettra has received lamp side by side with a round
farm near Lucon, Skippack town that for the County Convention. with two horses and two carts be
ig h g r a d e in v e st m e n t Ag’ts for E. A. Scheetz. Norristown, Pa.
—We do too much talking and ship. A shaft 9 feet wide has been Ex-Chairman C. D. McAvoy, Paul longing to contractor Wm. Willauer, several goodly sized orders for flags wick centre-draft Miller kerosene
S E C U R IT IE S .— B o n d s an d
too little living.—Newcomb.
started and a depth of 15 feet Jones of Hatboro, and William who had engaged them to assist at and the flag industry is one that is lamp. The candle-power in each stocks bought and sold. If you desire to
UPHANS’ COURT SALE OF
Smith
of
Lower
Merion
were
ap
—Frank H. Ralle, employed in has been reached. A Reading ex pointed a committee to arrange for the work of road buildiug. Above increasing daily. He will manu case was substantially the same make an investment call and consult our o
facture
the
flag
for
the
pole
erected
pert
has
encouraged
Mr.
Benner
to
Trappe
Mr.
Conrad
fell
from
his
the Reading locomotive shops at
the making of nominations in As
but in the case of the alcohol lamp list.
REAL ESTATE
J. C. LANDES,
Reading, has missed only ten days go down at least 50 feet, in hope of sembly districts, and to meet a cart. He was picked up in an un in Reeves’ Eark, Phoenixville. Size one gallon of fuel lasted 57 hours
30 by 20 feet. From a small begin
striking a rich ,vein.
conscious
condition
and
taken
into
OF
BENJAMIN
M. MARKLEY, DEC’D.
from work ir. 34 years.
Norristown Trust Building
similar committee from Bucks a house along the line, where he ning Mr. Dettra has built up an in and five minutes, while the gallon
Will be sold at public sale, in pursuance
Room:
412.
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county
to
arrange
for
the
District
—Cupid behind the arrow is more
soon regained consciousness. He dustry which is a boon to the com of kerosene lasted only 28 hours
of an order of sale by the Orphans’ Court
F e ll T h ir ty Feet.
Conference.
of Montgomery county, Pa., on SATUR
dangerous than the man behind the
resumed his journey, but ere long munity and one which has helped and 41 minutes. The gallon in the
DAY, JUNE 16, 1906, at 2 o’clock p. in,,
Falling
30
feet
from
a
house
J
F
YOU
WANT
to
BUY
or
SELL
gun.—Chicago News.
showed signs of weakness. At the the community greatly. Mr. Dettra
on the premises on Fifth avenue, College
Thursday, William Ingram a Potts S c h w e n k fe ld e rs ’ A n n u a l C o n fe re n c e . suggestion of the young man, who has filled many orders for flags alcohol lamps produced 1732 candleville, the following messuage and two
—Deputy Clerk of Courts H. W town painter, managed to alight
from
all
over
the
land,
and
hun
power
hours,
and
that
in
the
kero
took
charge
of
both
teams,
Mr.
Con
tracts of land of decedent, bounded by
STO Q K S, B O N D S
The annual conference of the
Akins, of Norristown, had an arm without doing himself much injury.
lands
of Mary Hale, Trinity Reformed
dreds
and
thousands
of
flags
have
rad laid down on the bed of the
sene
lamp
883
candle-power
hours,
—
OR—
Schwenfelders
of
America
was
held
broken by being thrown by an or But unfortunately Ingram’s paint
Church, and others, being 47 feet on Fifth
been
manufactured
at
his
factory.
cart.
Reaching
Perkiomen
Bridge
and extending in depth 206 feet.
or a trifle more than one-half as
ange skin.
R E A L E S T A T E avenueimprovements
pot came tumbling after him and Monday in the church at Hosen- hotel he was placed in the hostler’s
consist of a
sack, Lehigh county. Members rep
One week from Wednesday is much light. Pictures of the two For cash or on commission, send full par The
broke
his
nose,
cut
his
chin
two
and
- a - half story frame 1
room
in
the
shed,
where
he
died
—A three-pound catfish, the lar blackened his eyes and gave his resenting the eight churches that
Memorial Day. Three weeks more, lamps are given in the report—the ticulars to, or call on
dwelling house, with porch in
gest ever hooked in that section, face such a'veneering of red paint eomprise the entire denomination during the afternoon. Dr. S. B. the longest day, aud a little over a
front; 3 rooms on first floor, two i
E. M. EVANS,
was caught in Sanatoga lake by that he looked fit for an Indian war were present. Reports were pre Horning, who was called to attend month, Fourth of July. Post 45, G. alcohol lamp resembling in shape
rooms on second floor, and attic.
Stock, bond and real estate broker,
Also the following PERSONAL PROP
Paul Gumpert.
sented relative to the historical re the case, discovered indications of A. R., Phoenixville, will attend and otherwise the ordinary round- Cor. Airy & Church Sts.,
Norristown.
dance.
ERTY : Bookcase, sewingj machine, farm
a
hemorrhage
of
the
brain.
Whether
No sale no charge. Both ’phones.
search which is being conducted
services
at
the
Pikeland
church,
wick
kerosene
lamp.
If
denatured
ers’ boiler, refrigerator, Fag carpet, set
—Men ought to calculate life
abroad by the Church at a cost of this condition was due to the fall and also decorate the soldiers’ grain or fruit alcohol free of tax can
tee, chairs, burean, beds, bedding, mat
both as if they were fated to live a
D e a th o f Is a a c Y e a k le .
tress, sofa, oil stove, dishes and lamps,
more than $30,000, and it was de from the cart, or whether it was the graves there, this coming Sunday;
long and a short time.—Bias.
be
produced
to
sell
at
no
more
than
cause
of
the
fall,
is
not
definitely
stoves,
washstands, cot, sausage cutter,
. Isaac S. Yeakle, aged 65 years, cided to continue this work under known. The remains were taken to Saturday afternoon, June 2, here at
couch, cupboard, tables, barrels, and
20
cents
a
gallon—and
the
claim
is
the
direction
of
Dr.
Chester
D.
Green
Tree;
Sunday,
June
3,
at
died
Friday
morning
at
his
home
in
many
articles
not here enumerated. Con
—J. H. Funk, of Boyertown, has
New 96.50 Swings selling at
the home of the deceased by an un Valley Forge.
ditions on day of sale. Sale to commence
made that this is possible—the
been authorized by the State Agri Norristown. Death was due to a Hartranft, the editor, and his dertaker from Pottstown.
93.50 as long as they last. They at 2 p. m.
,
cultural Department to write a complication of diseases. Mr. Yeakle assistant, Rev. E. S. Johnson, of
The Port Providence Gun Club petroleum monopoly must be seri are the contents o f a Swing
BENJAMIN F. MARKLEY,
treatise on the “Horticulture of was for many years the proprietor Philadelphia. Statistics presented
Administra tor.
will hold a festival in that village ously affected by the proposed leg
of the West End Hotel, and retired to the conference showed that the
L. H. Ingram, auct.
L e tte r F ro m S a n F ra n c is c o .
Factory,
aud
great
bargains.
Pennsylvania. ”
this
coming
Saturday
evening.
islation. It would be practically
from business about a year ago. He entire membership of the denomina
Last week Mr. and Mrs. Emil
John U. Francis, Sr., is badly impossible to monopolize the pro Also 5000 feet o f yellow pine
—Twelve girls dressed in white was one of the directors of the First tion is about 900. In addition to
o r »ale .
project, the Klausfelder, of this borough, re afflicted with rheumatism, so much duction and sale of the alcohol sub wainscoting, lot o f sash, and
were bearers at the funeral of Mrs National Bank. A widow and four the .publication
A brick house on Third ave-.
. Frank Epler, of Mohnsville, who sons survive. The funeral was held Schwenkfelders are supporting a ceived a letter from Wm. Yellis— so that he is hardly able to get stitute, since the material from doors.
nue, Collegeville, with 9 roomsn■■■■HI
brother
to
Mrs.
Klausfelder—who
ü l
was buried in her cream satin bri yesterday at 2 o’clock. Interment missionary in China and maintain
around.
and bath-room, in first-class re M
W. H. KNEAS,
•■{■l
which
it
is
derived
is
universally
with
his
family
shared
in
the
awful
pair.
Steam
heater
in
basement.il
ing
a
charity
fund
and
an
education
dal dress.
at Riverside cemetery.
the Collegeville baker,
367 E. Airy St., Norristown, Fa. Fraiie stable, chicken house, pigeon loft,
fund to aid. deserving members of experiences of those who narrowly hasBrugger,
etc. About fifty choice fruit trees in prime
put on the road a new horse, a available.
—William Siegfried, of Penns
escaped
with
their
lives
during
the
Keystone ’Phone, 142.
their faith.
of hearing. For further particulars, call
burg, caught the four largest cat
earthquake shocks that wrecked the new wagon and a new driver,
W ill N o t S ig n e d .
on or address
A
N
T
S
T
H
A
T
R
A
IS
E
G
R
A
IN
.
Though
the
driver
is
not
new
to
fish taken from the Perkiomen this
city of San Francisco. Their home
W. M. UNDERCOFFLER,
The late Annie J. Fronfield, of
some
of
the
people
hereabouts.
The
T
h
e
R
aces.
In one of the South American
season. They measured from 13 to Norristown, wrote a will dated
was terribly shaken, the furniture
4-26.
Collegeville, Pa.
wagon
is
a
dainty
one,and
is
as
fine
14 inches each.
The races at the Collegeville dri was toppled over, and Mr. and Mrs.
countries
there
are
ants
which,
be
April 14, 1906, contemplating the
park last Saturday afternoon Yellis and their two sons were a one as there is on the road.
sides carrying out their won
—The Star milk cooler, sold by distribution among near relatives ving
PRICE LIST
were
witnessed by about two hun thrown out of their beds, and all
The old house on Main street, derful social and commercial econ
of
the
income
of
an
estate
now
con
A. H. Keeley & Sop of Schwenks
about them was the wildest con near Green Tree, once occupied by
dred
persons,
and
.
the
contests
servatively
estimated
at
$45,000,
C O L L E G E V IL L E
ville, is a great contrivance for
but did not sign document. There proved to be quite interesting. The fusion—the reign of terror. Mr. Harry Campbell, Sr. for many omy, help the natives by raising
cooling milk. See adver.
Yellis
believes
that
thousands
in
grain
for
them.
Of
course
they
do
judges
were
R.
P.
Baldwin,
W.
J.
years, is for rent.
fore the income of the estate will be
—Falling from a freight train divided between the surviving hus Ogden, E. S. Moser. The summary: stead of hundreds were killed in the
Arthur Francis, son of John U. not do it intentionally, for their
houses that were demolished. Be
' Grant Lawson crushed his leg near band and an adopted son, Leroy
3.30 CLASS.
object is to provide food for them
Francis,
Jr., is on the sick list.
fore leaving their ruined house the
Johnson Fronfield, who becomes
Norristown, Tuesday.
selves. They take the ripe seeds
The
water
is
in
the
canal,
and
Yellis
family
had
time
to
get
a
few
Hilborn’s
Plow
Boy,
1
1
1
the principal heir, to the exclusion
2 2 2 of their' belongings together, and gasoline launches, canoeists, bath which fall on the ground and,
—The explosion of a gasoline of the mother and brother of the H.'Whitby’s Lewis Hall,
V E G E T A B L E PLANTS.
stove that was heating flatirons may deceased.
W.'Cole’s Wilkes Bov,
3 3 3 Mr. Yellis—though the fire was ers, row boats, have a water-way burrowing under the earth, bury
doz. 100 1000
raging two blocks away—had the from Black Rock dam to Brower’s these seeds in the dirt for food for
cost the life Miss Katie Schissler
Time: 2.59J, 2.35, 2.40.
Tomato, transplanted,
or Perkiomen.
presence
of
mind
to
dig
a
large
hole
of Reading.
.15 .75 $6.50
3
kinds.
2.50 CLASS.
the rainy season.
R e u n io n a n d D e d ic a tio n o f N e w
“
transplanted,
in the basement of the house, where
When the new road is opeued be
.18 $1.00 7.50
5 kinds,
Guyles’ Kimball Prince, 3 1 .1 1 he placed his carpenter tools and a tween Perkiomen and the White
When the rains have passed the
P a ris h B u ild in g .
S o n g R e c ita l.
Egg Plants, transpl’ed,
The fifth annual reunion of the Reifsnyder’s Captain W. 1 2 2 2 lot of canned fruit. After the fire Bridge or the bridge over the canal seeds which the ants have not
MB. MILKMAN, you need a milk cooler,
.30 1.75
2 kinds,
A song recital will be given in descendants of early members of St. Kulp’s Crusade,
2 3 4 2 had swept over that section he un just below Port Providence, auto eaten burst their shells and eventu and you need a
.50 4.00
“
in pots.
Bomberger Memorial Hall on Sat James’ Episcopal Church of Perkio C. J. Becker’s Joe Meo,, 4 4 3 4 earthed the tools and the cans. He mobiles can take that route to avoid
.20 1.25
Cauliflower, trans..
trans.,
urday evening, June 2, at 8 o’clock men, Evansburg, will take place
Time: 2.50i, 2.35, 2.40, 2.41.
could not get his goods moved to the dust on Main street. This new ally a good crop of wild grain will S ta r M ilk Cooler. Pepper.
.20 1.25
2 kinds,
by Corrinne Wiest Anthony, so June 2, 1906. The exercises will
the hills on account of the scarcity road was talked of years ago, but reward some lazy native who is too The man who copls his milk with a Star
.18 1 00
2.35
class.
“ 4 kinds,
“
prano, and Dr. George Conquest consist of Morning Prayer at 11
of horses and wagons; the cost of ended in talk. Now it is said an idle to provide food for himself. has no trouble with sour milk. It cools the Sweet
.0« .25 2 25
Potato,
yellow,
1 1 the few available teams being from
Anthony, basso-cantante, of Phila o’clock, followed by a business Wismer’s Nellie Queen,
.06 .85 8.00
“
red,
milk to within two degrees of the temper
2 2 $50 to $100 for a two-horse load. effort will be made to put it through. When you see a little ant hurrying ature of the water on the inside of the cooler I,ate Cabbage, 4 kinds,; .06 .80 2.00
delphia, assisted by Neviu Weist, meeting, and a genealogical paper H. Croll’s Derby Boy
Anything
that
is
an
advantage
to
along
with
its
tiny
burden
be
care
“ Houser and Savoy .08 .40 8.00
3 3 Notwithstanding-the terrible ordeal the public should not be over
and thoroughly removes all the animal and
cornet soloist, and Marion Gertrude by Mr. Charles W. Boger, of Phila F. Yost’s Helen Wilkes,
5 5 through which they passed, Mr. looked. The route would be a con ful not to tread upon it, for it is stable odors from the milk. The Star is Red Beet, early and late .06 .35 2.50
Spangler, pianist. The recital will delphia, on. John Newberry, one of Guyles’ Rusty,
made of copper, covered with tin. It will , Celery and othtr plants quoted later.
4 4 and Mrs. Yellis are hopeful for the tinuation of Main street, Port Provi such a wonderful little creature never
be one of unusual merit—the musi the earliest vestrymen of St. James. D. W. Favinger’s Buster,
wear o ut; no corners for dirt to col
cal event of the season. Admiss The dedication of the new Parish .Time: 2.30, 2.35, 2.35.
Bedding Plants :
future, though apparently some dence, to Perkiomen, in almost a that you never cap. tell in what un lect in. It i so easy to clean. Sold by
ion 50 cents.
what
dismayed
by
the
predictions
GERANIUMS, in fire assortment, 10c.,
Building will take place at 2 p. m.,
A. II. KEELY dc SON,
direct line, a shorter route to Phoe expected way it may be serving
13c.,and 17c. each ; $1.00, $1-25 and $1.50
current as to another earthquake.
the Rt. Rev. Ozi W. Whitaker,
nixville, avoiding the dangerous you.
SCHWENKSVILLE, PA. per doz. These are exceptionally fine.
Sciatica
Cured
After
Twenty
Tears
of
There Is more catarrh In this section of the Bishop of Pennsylvania officiating.
crossing of the Pennsy R. R. at
COLEUS, VERBENAS, PANSIES, 8CARDealers in all kinds of Farm'ng Implements,
country than all other diseases put to Lunch will be served from 12.30 to
Torture.
Long Ford road, and also over the
L E T S AGE , ALTERNANTHERAS,
Fertilizers, Heavy Wagons, Gasoline
gether, and nntll the last few years was sup 1.30 p. m., for which thirty-five
Not^If
as
Rich
as
Rockefeller.
DWARF ALYS8UM, PHLOX, and many
Deaths from Appendicitis
hills, veritable rocky road to Dub
For more than twenty years Mr. J. B.
Engines, &c.
posed to he incurable. For a great many
other plants at 5c. each ; 50c. per doz.
If you bad all the wealth of Rockefeller, lin, to the iron borough.
years doctors pronounced it a local disease, cents will be charged.
Massey, of 8322 Clinton St., Minneapolis,
ratio that the use of
decrease
in
the
same
CANNAS and TEA ROSES, fine varieties,
anil prescribed local remedies, and by con
Pills Increases. They
Minn., was tortured by sciatica. The pain the Standard Oil magnate, you could not
Dr.
King’s
New
Life
The
Acorn
Literary
Society
will
10c. to 20c. each. Speeial offer of 4 Car
stantly failing to cure with local treatment,
buy a better medicine for bowel complaints bold their regular meeting Friday save you from danger and bring quick and
and
6ufferlug
which
he
endured
during
this
nations, assorted, for 30e. Thousands of
pronounced it incurable. Science has proven
Postmaster Robbed.
release from constipation and the
time is beyond comprehension. Nothing than Chamberlain’s Colic, Cbole a and night, May 25. The following pro painless
other plants at low prices for good quality.
catarrh to be a constitutional disease, and
growing oat of It. Strength and vigor
6 W. Fouts, Postmaster at Riverton, la., gave him any permanent relief until he used Dirarhoea Remedy. The moat eminent phys gram will be rendered: Recitations ills
therefore r»quires constitutional treatment.
IF YOU WANT GOOD, dependable GAR
always follow their use. Guaranteed by against loss by death from disease or acci DEN
SEEDS, try us; we handle only the
Hall’s Catarrh Cure, manufactured by F. J. nearly lost his life and was robbed of all Chamberlain’s Fain Balm. One application iclan cannot prescribe a better preparation —Bertha Yerger, Arnold Francis, Joseph
Druggist.
25
cents.
dentinthe
L
O
W
E
R
P
ROVI
DE
NCE
W.
Culbert,
Cheney & Co., Toledo, Ohio, is the only comfort, according to his letter, which says :
best kinds. Our pricelist free.
MUTUAL
LIVE
STOCK
INSURANCE
CO.
Try
them.
for
colic
and
diarrhoea,
both
for
children
Bella
Keyser,
Edna
Gotwals;
read
of
that
liniment
relieved
the
pain
and
made
constitutional cure on the market. It is “ For 20 years I had chronic liver complaint,
AH orders by mail and those left with the
Full amount of appraisement paid when loss
taken internally in doses from 10 drops to a which led to such a severe case of jaundice sleep and rest possible, and less than one and adults. The uniform success of this ings—Joe Famous, George Ellis,
Collegeville and Greenlane Bakers will re
occurs.
that
even,
my
finger
nails
tamed
yellow
;
teaspoonful. It acts directly on the blood
bottle has effected a permanent cure. If remedy has shown it to be superior to all Katherine Harner, Earl Mattison;
ceive prompt attention.
I. Z. REINER, President.
el p w anted.
and mucous surfaces of the system. They when my doctor prescribed Electric Bitters : troubled with sciatica or rheumatism why others. "It never fails, and when reduced instrumental solo—Myrtle Rambo;
D. M. CASSELBERRY, Secretary.
A man and wife .to do gardening
offer one hundred dollars for any case it fails which cured me and have kept me Wrll for
HORACE RIMBY
housework. The man must be a good
Appraiser»:
to cure. Bend for circulars and testimonials. eleven years.’’ Sure cure for Biliousness, not try a 25 cent bottle of Pain Balm and see with water and sweetened, is pleasant to vocal duet—Mime R. Davis, Mrs. and
gardener
and
the
wife
a
first-class
cook.
Seedsman, Florist and Grower of
take.
Every
family
should
be
supplied
with
Hendershot;
debate
—
Affirmative
Neuralgia,
Weakness
and
all
Stomach,
THEO. DETWILER. Eagleville.
Address F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
for yourself how quickly it relieves the pain.
to
Vegetable Plants,
H. II ROBI80N, Collegeville.
Price 75c per bottle. Sold by all drug Liver, Kidney and Bladder derangements. /For sale by J W. Culbert, Collegeville; M. it. Sold by J. W. Culbert, Collegeville; M. chief, Howard Wilkinson; Negative Good wages. Apply
S.
C.
JOHNSON,
‘
COLLEGEVILLE, PA,
A wonderful tonic. At Joseph W. CulW. E. BEAN, Trooper. 4-13.
gists Testimonials free.
s-12.
Glenwood,
Collegeville,
Pa.
chief,
Samuel
Reaver.
T.
Hunsicker,
Rahn
Station.
T. Hunsicker, Rahn Station.
bert’s Drug Store.
At a speeial election in the bor
ough of Ambler, last week, the
proposition to create a loan of $25,000 was defeated by a vote of 151 to
116.

The executive committee of the
Press League of Bucks and Mont
gomery counties held a meeting at
Souderton on Saturday and decided
to hold the annual outing at Rich
field Springs in Central New York,
in the latter"part of June.
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FOR SALE !

F

Insure Your Horses

H

Take Hall’s Family Fills for constipation

L IG H T

OTIC*: TO TAXPAYER»,

HEAVY
hardw are.
and

Ju st because we advertise seasonable goods
in their season, one must not overlook the
fa e tth a tw e sell

A T In pursuance to an act of Assembly
approved March 17, 1808, and supplementary
acts thereto, the Treasurer of Montgomery
County will meet the taxpayers of said county
a t t e following named times and places for the
purpose of receiving the State, County and Dog
Taxes for the year 1906, assessed in their re
spective d stricts, v iz :
Borough of Norristown, First, Second, Third,
Fourth, Fifth, Sixth, Seventh, Eighth, Ninth
and Tenth wards, a t the County Treasurer’s
office, Friday, June 1, from 8 a. m. to 12 m
Borough of Bridgeport, First, Secoi
Third wards, and Norriton township, a t 1
Treasurer’s office, Friday, June 1, from
a. m.
Township of Upper Merlon, a t the cubile
house of Fred. K. Focht, Friday, June 1, from 9
to 11 a . m.
Borough of Conshohocken, First ward, at the
public house of O. Boylan, Monday, June 4,
from 10 a. in. to 12 in.
Borough of Conshohocken, Second ward, at
the public house of Mayall May, Monday, June
4, from 1 to 2.30 p. m.
Borough of Conshohocken, Third ward, a t the
public house of D. Coyle, Tuesday, June 5, from
10 a. m. to 12 in.
Borough of Consbocken, Fourth ward, a t the
public house-of William E. Toner, Tuesday,
June 5, from 1 tb 2.30 p. m.
Borough of Conshohocken, Fifth ward, a t the
store of M argaret Jones, Eighth avenue and
Hallowell street, Wednesday, June 6, from 9.30

Whenever you want a lock or a hook or a
handle or a spring, or any of the thousand
and one things classed as hardware, remember this is the place to come to.

fiverything in Hardware» Cut
lery and Tools.

September 10 will not be answered.
Taxes not paid to the County Treasurer on or
before September 16 will be given Into the hands
of a collector, when 6 per cent, will be added for
collection, as per Act of Assembly.
H ENRY B. FREED,
Treasurer of Montgomery County.
County Treasurer’s Office, Norristown, Pa.

SACK -SUITS occupy the foremost position in men’s attire for d
ness wear this season. So great Is the demand for fine vuality am<
Hne taste that we are making a SPECIAL FEATURE of suits of
nigh values at such a remarkably moderate price of ten dollars. 1
exceptionaliy tailored to permanently retain thffir shape, and tit ; single or doubïe
?nd. ^ e r v a t t v e c u t-c o a ts venitian L e d , hand-

of course. The prevailing
vogue is always mirrored in
our shoe showing

CHINESE CABBAGE,
Unfamiliar but Interesting Vegeta
ble» That May Provo Useful.

Cabbage is a most important vegeta
ble in the estimation of the Chinese,
but it is not. our cabbage or any of its
many forms, such as cauliflower, broc
coli, kale or Brussels sprouts, but orien
tal species, now known by botanists
as Brasslca chinensls, B. petsai and B.
Juncea. The latter Is more a mustard
than a cabbage and is much used as a
garnish or eaten raw for its pungent
flavor, like cress. Good commercial
“heads” of the“ two former species
were bought in New York’s “China-

CHILDREN
Sole Agents for “Sorosis’
Shoes and Oxfords for

Women, All Styles, $3.50.
Ralston Health Shoes and
Oxfords for MEN, all
styles, $4.00.
Good as any $5 and $6 Shoe,

TheI.I.BenjammC<),
FHffiSilXVILLE, PA.
J. P. STETLER, Manager.

C H ! -oss Bros.o
T
C
l i n e CI o th e s M c f c r s

Bo/rtfnore sma /MewYorH

W bitzenkorns ,
That’s the Store.
NEW AND G R E A T E R S T O R E

HOLD ON THERE !
Be careful not to place your orders for
Building or other Lumber until we have had
a chance to estimate on your wants. W e
are certain to give you entire satisfaction as
as to the Lumber itself and its delivery.
W em ay save you a dollar or two, also.

day, June 11, from ».30 to 10.30 a. m.
’
Township of Lower Morion, Lower and Bala
districts, a t the public bouse of E l ward Odell.
Tuesday, June 12, from 11.30 a. m. to 1 p.m .
Township of Lower Merlon, East district, at
the Pencoyd Post Office, Tuesday, June 12. from
2to 3 p. m.
Township of Lower Morion, Bryn Mawr and
Rosemont districts, a t the office of Milton R.
Yerkes, June 11, from 1.30 to 3 p. m.
Township of Lower Merlon, Upper district, at
th© public bouse of Thomas H . Haloy. Tuesday
J une 12, from 9.30 a. m. to 11 a. m.
Township of Lower Merlon, North Ardmore,
South Ardmore, Haverford and West Ardmore
district, a t the public house of John Grady
Monday, Ju n e 11, from 11 a. m. to 1 p. m.
Township
a t athe
. _public
-r . house
. . ~ of
W1
Hem U of W hitpain,
U7--I_.

Come and see us.
of Emil Bubeck, Friday, J uly 20, from 8 to 9.30
Borough of Schwenbsville
house
ofJohn U. Hendricks, Friday, July 20,
--------------from 10 to 11.80 a. m.
Township of Upper Salford, a t the public
house of S . N . Smith, Wednesday, Ju ly 25.
from 2 to 4.80 p. m.
Township of Marlborough, a t the public house
of Samuel Barndt, Wednesday, Ju ly 25, from
10 a . m . to 1 30 p m .
Township of Pottsgrove, Lower, a t the public
house of George B. Yerger, Tuesday, July it;
from 7.30 t o 9.80 a. m.
Township of West Pottsgrove, a t the pub ic
house of Joseph M Selllnger, Tuesday, July 17.
from 10 to 11.30 a. m.
J
Township of Pottsgrove,
Upper, Ta t the public
h fr n c o r tf K a m n a l
'P
• ...

COAL, LUMBER, FEED,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA
flight Lines of flffort Successfully Followed
By This Company.

Allows Interest on Deposits.
Insnres Title to Real Estate.
Executes Trusts.

-—
ui i-ouuiu, tti cue puDjic nouse or
John M. Kuhn, Monday, August 6, from 1 to 8
p. m.
Township of Francooia, East district, a t the
public house of Jacob M. Kuhns, Tuesday, Au
gust 7, from 9 to 11 a . in.
Borough of Hovereford, Second and Fourth
wards, a t tbepublio house of Morris A. Freed
Thursday, Ju ly 19, from 9.30 to 12 m.
Borough of Royersford, F irst and Third
wards, a t the public house of John H. Twadell.
Thursday, July 1», from 1 to 3 p. m.
Borough of Jenkintown, a t the public house
of John Blum, Wednesday, June 20, from 9 a. m.

Issues Ronds o f Suretyship,
Rents Boxes In Burglar - Proof
Vault.

You are invited to visit our new
Sewing Machine Department, and
see the Improvements, and won
derful work done by the old and
well-known

Here you buy sewing machines,
like all other goods I sell, at their
real value. Come see and com
pare. Our complete line is ready.
New guaranteed drop head ma
chines, with full set attachments,
at $12.50, $13.50, $15.00, $18 50,
$30, $22.50, $25, $35, $40. Best
value to be had anywhere.
Needles, Belts, etc., for all makes.

nese truckers near by, growing the
vegetables demanded by their compa
triots. New York’s supply comes chief
ly in summer from Long Island, but in
winter the south is depended on.
These cabbages are much used as an
addition to soups and meat stews, evi
dently being added at the last moment,
OUR $18.50 MACHINE
as they are so lightly boiled that the
green color of the leaves and the crisp, Supplies for all games and sports at money
pungent mustard-like flavor are well saving prices. Repair shop rear store, Try it.
retained. Thus prepared by competent
Chinese cooks they are exceedingly
EDISON
palatable and doubtless more digesti
VICTOR
ble and nutritious than our species as
generally cooked. There are considera
ble wastes In overcooking certain veg
etables.
These Chinese cabbages are on sale
all through the year and are compara
:t to New P. 0.,
NORRISTOWN,
tively cheap In summer, as they are
easily grown. Pakchoi appears to be
the favorite. I t does not head, but has
many smooth, dark green, wavy leaves,
with broad ribs springing from the
root.—Rural New Yorker.

PH O NO G R APH

RECORDS

Y O S T ’S L I V E R Y

FRAN K W . SH A LK 0P

of Dougials, West district, at the
public house of H. G. Shaner, Monday. .J uly 28
from2to4p. m.
”

fed- Will meet trains at all Stations. Or
ders received by telephone or telegraph. 5-2

Borough of Red Hill, a t the public house of
O haras F. M ats, Tuesday, J u ly P3l, f r o i o lo to
Township of Gwynedd, Upper distriot a t the
gp»
; K

ofWmX

at ‘he P“»11« ^use

10a. m. to 3 p m ’ Wedne8day* Au« ust 15, from

a

t

"Pownship of Whitemarsh, E ast district a t
the public house of Win. F Green Ti.no is
from 10 to 11.80 a. m
wreen, June 16,

, r,?11 fiwck of harness supplies, i
bridles, boots, blankets for summ
S « « 4ri ^ table brooms, combs, brusl
REi i RLNG 0 F HARNESS a specia
Also choices grade (figure. Spccia
tion to box trade.

w.

E. JOHNSON,

TO COVER POTATOES.

should be about twice the distance be
tween the rows. The plank should
have a strap of iron a t the bottom in
front for a cutting edge and to pre
vent wear.
The tongue should he fastened to the
plank at right angles and securely
braced. The handles, which may be
taken from an old plow or walking
cultivator, should also be fastened and
„ t^ r ^ L 0fL P per Hanover, Second district,
braced to the plank. We let each horse
Julylorfrom i20M to02 ^ p . ^ HarlQg’ M° nday’
walk in a furrow, but it is better to
U p p e r ^ ^ o r e r ^ ^ l r d ^ i s t r i c L ^ a ? the public use a long doubletree or shafts and
but one horse, so the potatoes do not
L 5 o9rVey
gust 5( ?from
&. m. to Wer>«y.
5p. m. Wednesday, AuHorough of Pennsburg and Upper Hanover get moved and tramped. The scraper
Kne»»^ ^ ’ 3* lhe1P'?blic house of Charles A.’ carries some ground ahead of It, which
Kneule, Tuesday, July 81, from 12.30 to 3.30 it pulverizes.

¡b

p

e

s

,; js r t x z t

gust 2, from 8.30 to 11.80a. m.
in u raa a y. AuTownshlpof Lower Salford, E ast district at
the public house of A S Klin«
at
gust 2, from 12.30 to 4 30 p m ®’ I Ur3day’ Au-

;!

PROVIDENCE SQUARE,

f K V a
ss
accompanied *bye postago*Vffira Veplydaiffifri aH

orBoroagh”mu^FbePdefin\^iygiyem T°Wn8hlp
Inquiries relative to taxes received

a fte r

When you have occasion to introduce
any Plumbing Fixtures, or to have your
home heated with steam or hot water, you
»
la m prepared to promptly furnish
and erect STEAM AND HOT WATER '
want only the most skillful mechanics \ to
? HEATERS and to do all kinds of re- ,
plan and execute the work.
» pairing, as to heaters and steam fixtures,

f Send for description of “ Charmer” and I
> “ Imperial” Steam Heaters. These are
\ among the very best on the market, 1
? and sure to give satisfaction.
j

w ln t «
'U" afw"n S
»w
in g s .
Book

r , S , , R e f p ls e p a t o r s ’
h«-KtN anal
It also GW*<
carry aacomplete
li-.e of ALL KINDS OF<FURNITURE
I ncI° dinS the Globe-Werutche Elastic
Cabin.ts. The entire stock comprises style,
EXTRAVAGANT p fiV iu s (thaV rV , he producte of the best manufacturers
ehasA h n T i? tw T CL„K1MS, ln advertisln» “ ay Induce persons to make one pur
chase, but if that purchase does not stand the test of time they will go elsewhere
for the second purchase. The BULK OF MY BUSINESS is with bid custoraere
who come back year after year because I HAVE GIVEN SATISFACTION in
every transaction. An inspection of my stock verifies these statements.

One Price Store-innAl! Goods Marked in Plain PfnnT'as.

i furnished, or repaired. Wind Mills (
> supplied and erected.
<
) Good workmanship guaranteed.
\
> A share of the patronage of the pub- <
J lie respectfully solicited.

“ It’s Just Like This !”

;

J. H. BOLTON,

I

j

COLLEGEVILLE, PA. \

“ It’s Just Like This !”
We are prepared to submit plans and install the latest style
Plumbing Fixtures, or the most efficient Steam or Hot Water
Heating Apparatus^ at the lowest price consistent with good
material and workmanship.

SPRING

IS COMING—THE TIME FOR

MAKING CHANGES IN YOUR
HOU8EFURNISHINGS.

“ It’s Just Like This!”

Special Spring Sale o f Sum m er Furniture

i

[A LL KINDS o f PUMPS

I
Plumbing Fixtures, or a Heating
■ Apparatus, are not put in for a day. Under
proper conditions they last for generations.

PA

GEO. F. CLAMER,

When you find it necessary to have any repairs made, send
us your orders. We will not keep you waiting, nor will we put
you to any avoidable inconvenience.

The first thing to decide, I s :
“Where will I purchase?”
Before making your choice, it will be to
your advantage to call and examine stock
and secure prices at

C O M PO U N D CO UG H S Y R U P
W I L L STO P T H A T COUGH

GOODSU 18 always a Pleasure t0 S g o jf

Our Tooth Powder

A FULL LINE of all grades of

Will whiten and clean the teeth and keep the gums in a
healthy condition.

Our Corn Cure

SECOND-HAND

I will h»ve the assistance of Daniel Shuler,
an undertaker of many years’ experience,
and shall spare no effort to meet the fullest
expectations of those who will entrust me to
serve them.

M

Observe Before Heslioelnjr.

llnger, Friday, Ju ly 16, from 10 a. m. to 3p. m.
Borough of Pottstown, Ninth ward, a t th .
Magrnerosa Tomato.
public house of John M. Davidheiser, Monday.
The New Jersey experiment station
July 16, from 10 a. m. to 3 p. m.
Township of Salford, a t the public house of has a tomato, Magnerosa, which is a
Daniel M. Kober, Monday, August 6, from 9 to cross between Ponderosa—a standard,
11 a. m.
Township of Franconia, West distriot, a t the very large variety—and Magnus—a fine
public house of Frank P. Maurer, Tuesday. Au pink fruited sort. The cross has been
gust 7, from 12.30 to 6 p. m .
carried through three seasons and Is
Township of Ablngton, Lowow'dlstrlct, and
borough of Rockledge, a t the office of Harry considered very desirable In form and
Goebel, Monday June 18, from 10 a in. to 2 p.m. quality.
Township of Cheltenham, Upper and Lower
Ea^t districts, a t the public house of Alfred
The Newly Bongrht Hosts.
Tyson, Tuesday, June 19, from lo a. m. to3 p.m.
COEUEGEVIDUE, P i .
Newly purchased hogs should be
Township of Cheltenham, West, First, Second
and Third districts, a t the public house of Han carefully examined for vermin, and
Two Gears for Farm Wagons,
nah E. Clayton, Friday, June 22, fr m 9 to 11 30
a. m.
they should not be turned with the
Several Second-hand buggies.
Township of Abington and Weldon districts, herd until they are known to be free
a t the public house of Daniel Manning, Friday
from these pests.
One Buggy with Pneumatic Tires,
Ju n e 22, from 1 lo 3.80 p . m .
Borough
of
Lansdale,
East
ward,
a
t
the
pub
Also a New Top Buggy and a Runabout. lic house of Frank D. Taylor, Monday, August
Covering- Potatoes.
13, from 9 a. m. to 3 p. m.
When we plant potatoes, says an
Borough ofLansdale, West ward, a t the pub
lic house of Robert O. Lownes, Thursday Au Ohio Farm er correspondent, we fur
HENRY Y O ST, JR.
gust 14, from 9 a. m. to 8 p. m.
row with a plow drawn by two horses.
ofSouderton, a t the public house of When the furrows are made there are
Telephone—Key Itone No. 12.
W. H. Freed. Wednesday, August 8, from 9 a
m. to 3 p. m.
ridges In half of the spaces, and the
D. & A. ’Phone No. 6 M
Township of Montgomery, a t the public house other half are level (Fig. 1). When
Thursdr
■ 0. 1
. of
or H arry Werkbeiser,
Werkheiser, Thursday,
August
from 8 to 9.30 a. m.
J
®
’ covering we use what we call a scrap
Township of Gwhedd, Lower district, a t the er. (See Fig. 2.) It Is made of a plank,
public house of Carl K. Kuebler, Thursday, Au tongue, handles and several braces
gust 10, from 10 to 12 m.
Township of Limerick, First and Second dis and bolts. The length of the plank
tricts, a t the public house of M. S. Longaker.
(Successor to John S. Kepler,)
Wednesday, July 18, from 12.80 to 8.30 p. m.
Township of Limerick, Third distriot, a t the
public house of A. M&uck, Wednesday, Ju ly 18,
I from 9 to 11 a. m.
’
.„ToWDJ?}li? ofNe1I Hanover, West district, at
the public house of Jerem iah G. Rhoades, Tues
day, J uly 24, from 7 to 11.80 a. m.

Look Into Our Window,

It’s J u st Like This!

s■

S . DBIR.A.IfcTID'X’

Does the horse’s shoe fully cover the
entire lower border of the wall, or is
Loans Money on Mortgage and
It too narrow or fitted so full on the
Collateral,
Inside that it has given rise to inter
fering, or has the shoe been nailed on
Tafaes Charge o f Real Estate,
crooked, or has it become loose and
Issues Letter» o f Credit.
shifted? Is it too short or so wide at
Duruugn oi rousiow n, w est ward, a t the pub
lic house of W. B. Shuler, Monday, Ju ly 9, from the ends of the branches as not to sup
10 a. m. to 4 p. m.
port the buttresses of the hoof? Does
Borough of Pottstown, Second aDd Third the shoe correspond with -the form of
wards, a t the public hou^e of H arry Gilbert,
the hoof? Are the nails distributed so
Tuesday, Ju ly 10, from 8 a. m.-to 12 m .
Borough of Pottstown, Fourth and Fifth as to Interfere as little as possible with
wards, a t the public house of H arry H. Smith
the expansion of the quarters? Are
Wednesday, Ju ly 11, from 10 a. m. to' 3 p. m.
Borough of PottstowD, Sixth and Seventh there itoo many? Are they too large?
wards, a t the public house of Maurioe Gilbert. These are points the horse owner
Thursday, J uly 12, from 8 a. m. to 2 p. m .
should ascertain in order that any
Borough of Pottstown, Eighth and Tenth
wards, a t the public house of Jacob H. Breod- faults observed may be corrected.

„,iS.w18hIp of,®ouKlass. East distriot, a t the
P^klic house of Jam es Rinker, Monday, July 23
from 9.30 a. m. to 1 p. m.
* ’
« .I ™?i!llpfc0f ■
ganover, East distriot, at
III
house of Oscar Schaeffer, Monday
J uly 80, from 9.30 to 11 a. m.
’’
Township of Frederick, W est district, a t the
?nibi io
Use 1 to 4 p.WaIter
Williams, Tuesday,
July
21,wfrom
m.
”
^ .» w n sh ip of Frederick, E ast district, a t the
K
110 h,0“
Samuel
20,wfrom
1.308®toof
3.30
p. m. Hughes, Friday. July
Township of Hatfleld and Hatfield Borough,
a t the public house of Chester Knipe, Thursday
August 9, from 10 a. m. to 3 p. in. P
y’
Borough of Green Lane, a t the Dublic hmise
8 t? 9 30aa mna De6tZ’ We<*neaday, i u l y 26, from

PO TTSTO W IT.

Furniture and Housefurn-

Will remove that corn you are troubled with,

13 E. Main Street,

Norristown, Pa

W “ C U L B E R T ’S D R U G S T O R E ,

Carpet«, Mattings, Oil Cloths and Lin
oleums.
Picture Frames made to order.

Keystone ’Phone No. 70.
lilting ltselt many reeT toward tne ze
nith and trained it thus to water their
fruitful gardens and orchards.
I am fully equipped a t my New
As for size, the w ater wheels which
Location, Ridge Pike, one third
do this work are as to other water
mile South of Perki: men Bridge,
wheels what Niagara is to other water
to serve my old patrons and in
falls. As one stands by one of these
vite new ones to give me a trial
great wooden frames revolving upon
All work guaranteed.
its wooden axle and looks up a t Its
perimeter forty feet above one thinks
Carriages ami Business
it large and Is astonished when he
'Wagons Built lo Order
turns his gaze up stream to see that
at Right Prices.
relatively it is not a great wheel, for In
Now ready for Spring PaintiDg
the distance looms up one sixty feet In
and Varnishing. Rubber T.iing
height. Even then he Is not prepared
done in the shop. Ho»sesboeing
and General Repairing. Keystone
for the spectacle of one ninety feet In
’Phone.
diameter grunting around on Its cum
R. H. «RATER,
brous axle Just outside the town.
Life In Hama for some people Is
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
like the liking of others for olives, an
acquired taste, because of these very
w ater wheels. According as one feels
about It, It Is a musical city or one
Dead Animals Removed
filled with nerve racking groans. Day
and night without ceasing these mass
F R E E OF CHARGE.
ive, slow revolving structures utter
I pay about $1.00 per head more, in cash,
speech. For those who have acquired a
first-class cattle or horses delivered to
taste for their companionship the never for
my place, than anybody else.
ceasing tones are soothing, resembling
I pay for stock when I get two head or
the ocean roar or a slow fugue played more at the same time and place
on some cyclopean organ. The dia
S ^ B o th ’phones—-United, 629 ; Bell, 11 -L.
pason tones are deeper and louder than ]
the deepest organ stop. Now they are
In unison, now repeating the theme,
PROVIDENCE »QUARE, PA.
one after another, now for a brief mo
ment In a sublime harmony never to
We promptly obtain U. 3. and Foreign
be forgotten, according to one traveler,
then once more together In a tremen
dous chorus, The sounds are describ
ed as a slow movement up the scale,
followed with a heavy drop to the key
note as: Do mi sol, do do do; do sol la,
do do do. This unceasing Sisyphean
music, it is said, has been going on
for a century at least—New York
Tribune.

Carpets cleaned and relayed.
Repairing and upholstering attended to
promptly.

A V ery Im portant M atter
For FARMER» to know is where to get the BENT CHOPPING done and
where to get a full line of the BEST FEED, euch as Wheat Bran, Corn Bran, No.
1 Sugar Feed, Linseed Meal, Oats, Cracked Corn, Oats Feed for plenty milk, etc.,
etc , at the Uowest Cash Prices.
You will find it at

m FURNISHING M

Clamer’s Collegeville Grist Mills,
Lately remodeled and put In fine shape for business. Come and inspect.
glad to see you, and supply your wauls at short notice.

We will he

Respectfully,

F J. CLAMER.

Undertaker * Embalmer
Orders entrusted to my charge will receive
the most careful and painstaking attentioi

Joh n L. B ech tel,

EMIL KLiUSFELDER, Manager.

COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
'P honb No. 18.

T H E O LD S T A N D
Established

Geo. W . S chw eiker,

POINTED PARAGRAPHS,

pposite U. S. Patent Office

How hard a man falls after having
W ASHINGTON D. O.
been boosted too high!
When
a
man
gets
the
baby
to
sleep,
Some F lo a t on Stream»—H og« Onea
how proud he is of himself!
M ake a R ive r L ift Itaelf.
There is usually enough humiliation
The people of Syria and TIflis make
their streams do things that Americans In all our lives to keep us modest.
I t is not the stingy man who be
do not seem to have learned the secret
of persuading the w ater courses o t this comes a burden as age approaches; it
country to perform.
is the spendthrift.
At TIflis the natives have learned
A pathetic admission older people of
how to utilize the power of the current ten make is, “The romance has all
of the river Kur without building been knocked out of me.”
dams. What they have accomplished
Wbat has become of the old fash
possibly might be done by an Ameri ioned woman who called her friends
can farmer living on the banks of a “copycat” when they bought something
rapidly moving stream and desiring a like hers?
email, cheap power. The Caucasians ■ When a man is reasonably happy and
build floats on the surface of the river. content, it doesn’t Just happen. He is
Into them are set water wheels. The compelled to use common sense and
Ahandsomely illustrated weekly. Lar
eolation or any scientific Journal. 'Per
whole affair is fastened to the bank In work to an end—Atchison Globe.
■
eiVii2ir« 0nths‘ 8o' d by all newi
such a way that it will rise and fall
with any change in the level of-the
Not a Bombardment.
Branch Office, 626 F S t, Washington,
surface of the river, so that the power
Kissam—Has her papa ever fired
is about constant all the time.
you?
jyj-RS. M. E. VANDERSEICE’S
In Hama, the ancient “entering In of
Higgins—He has never resorted to
Hamath,” the Syrians have accomplish bombardment. His tactics are more in
E A T IN G HOUSE,
ed a feat that makes one think of lift the nature of a passive blockade.
Main S t, between Barber Shop and Post Office
ing oneself over a fence by tugging a t
“How is that?”
Oollegeville, Pa.
one’s bootstraps. They have harnessed
“When I call to see his daughter he
Meals to order: eatables furnished at all
the historic Orontes. or Nahr el Asi, as remains In the parlor during the whole times. Oysters, all styleB; families supplied.
I* J®
® Cr«ain> etc. Prices reasonable: terms cash
the Syrians call it, into the work of of the Interview.”
V fl.r r n n flu r A c n K n lt n H

W hat You May Have to Sell, Plant an
Advertisement in

AND

IN D E P E N D E N T
AND YOU W ILL HEAR OF A BUYER,

Remem

IN VARIETY.
Full assortment of Cakes and Confection
ery always on hand. Ice Cream and Water
Ices. Special attention given to supplying
Weddings and Parties.

ODD WATER WHEELS,

M
U
N
N&
C
o.36,B
r“a^.N
ev\

JOHN H. CU STER,

ber, also, that NEAT JOB WORK OF ALL KINDS

COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

22ju,

is executed at the office of THE INDEPENDENT at
ö

i ü

S

Ä

Ä

Ü

reasonable prices.

When in Norristown, Pa
If you are not a subscriber, have your name added
to the INDEPENDENT’S list of readers.

It gives all

the local news, much other good reading matter, and
independent editorial views on many questions of public
interest.

Fifty-two copies for $1.00.

STOP AT THE

(Opposite Court House)

i s r * First-class Accommodations for Mai
and £east.
Stabling for 100 horses. Rates reasonable,
Both English and German spoken.

P. K . G able, P ro p rie to r

